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Carroll freshDian 01urdered
Police charge victim's boyfriend in fatal stabbing
John Carroll.
East Cleveland
location was not known at that
Pitts met Bin her freshman year
She was a high school track
time," Hughey said.
Sharika Pius, 18, a John Carroll
Pitts began attendmg JCU in at East High School, according to star, according to Hughey, and
University freshman, was brutally
she graduated at the top of her
the summer. She was enrolled in her mother, Linda Pitts.
stabbed to death outside of an East
They
dated
throughout
h1gh
class.
the Bridge Program which is deCleveland apartment. Thursday.
Oleksiak said, "She graduated
signed to prepare students for school and in the summer of 1992.
Nov. II.
with
a 3.75 Grade Point Average
Pitts
gave
birth
to
a
girl,
Roqulisa.
college and is sponsored by the
According to Sergeant James
Birt
is
the
father,
her
mother
said.
from
East High. She was valedicMulticultural Affairs Department.
Hughey of the East Cleveland
Her years at East Cleveland torian of her class."
After the July 7 incident, John
Police Department, Rodrick Birt,
According to Mrs. Pitts,
Carroll University Security was were productive ones, filled with
21, is in police custody and was
alerted to the off-campus alleged promise for he.r future career at
See PITTS, page 6
charged with aggravated
stabbing incident according to
murder.
Fran McCaffrey, Chief of JCU
Pitts,themotherofa l7monthSecurity.
old daughter, was stabbed seven
According to McCaffrey, setimes in the back of the neck, head
curity officers were told to look
tion, which took place last weekand upper torso, according to
out for Birt. The Security Office Joseph M. Guay
end at Arthur Andersen's Center
Hughey.
was given a description of him in Assistant News Editor
The incident began at Birt's
The John Carroll University for Professional Education in St.
the event he came to campus.
apartment. "There was an alterRonald Oleksiak, Director of department of accountancy re- Charles, Illinois, required seven
cation. She was arguing with her
Multicultural Affairs and Pitts' ceived national recognition again hours of non-stop tax consultation
high school boyfriend," Hughey
work study supervisor at JCU, said, as five accounting students par- in a simulated reaJ-world envisaid. After the argument, Pitts Birt was charged with felonious "She was afraid of him. She was ticipated in the second annual ronment.
Arthur Andersen Tax Challenge
The student team advanced to
fled from the apartment. Bin ai- assault.
tbe D8&ioaal competition aCta a
''t u sa:ztw.-....tor.-.
~_.--~MM~~~~
,oat\QIIN ~- 1Mt • ask
end.
regional meet on Oct. 22 at Ohio
and then stabbed her.
arrest shortly after that time [July,
Pitt's death was the culmina- 7]. He was never arrested. His hi m. ..
"We were disappointed and State University. John Carroll was
surprised that we didn't place in one of ten undergraduate schools
the top three this time," said Carl selected for nationals out of 57
Monastra, professor of account- invited to participate.
ing. ''But we are still very proud
First place went to Ohio State
but according to the Director of said that on that morning she that we made it to the nationals. University. Oklahoma State took
Beth Petriello
Staff Reporter
Physical Plant Jerry Custer, pre- suddenly began smelling strong It's an outstanding accomplish- second and the University ofllliA poorly-positioned air intake vailing winds can send auto ex- fumes and feeling dizzy.
ment."
nois took third. The JCU team
duct in the RecPiex may threaten haust fumes into the ventilation.
"I could smell the fumes
The team participated but did was awarded a $1000 cash prize
people in that building with harm"We take precautions against swirling around the record room, not place in the top three. JCU for participating, whlch will be
ful fumes from motor vehicles.
starting vehicles near [the duct]," and I had to open all of the doors," took third place in last year's com- donated to a general scholarship
One disc jockey at WUJC re- Custer said. "All of the buses as Nottoli said. After fini shing her petition.
fund.
cently fell ill due to exhaust fumes well as lawn mowers and tractors radio show, Nottoli went to the
"The competition was much
The team consisted of five acwhile working in the station.
are started on the other side of the campus infinnary for treatment more difficult than last year," said counting students, seniors
The I0 foot by I 0 foot intake parking lot. NorrnaJiy there's no for a severe headache and dizzi- Monastra. "What is interesting is Robertson Bertrand, Patricia
duct, which feed s the entire problem with the intake."
ness.
that none of last year's winners Garven, SalvatoreMileti, Stephen
RecPiex building, operates above
According to Custer, such an placed in the top three this year." Shamrock and Nicole Trudell.
On the morning of November
the Physical Plant entrance ramp 9, however, Custer said a westerly occurrence is not likely to happen
The final round of competiSee TEAM, page 6
on the east side of the PaceIIi park- wmd sent fumes from a JCU bus again because Physical Plant eming lot. Standing some 20 foot into the intake duct and into the ployees have since been instructed
above ground level, the duct usu- RecPiex.
not to operate university buses
ally operates without problems,
WUJC disc jockey Mia Nottoli near the RecPiex building for an
extended period of time.
"We have to idle the buses for
several minutes 1n order for the air
brakes to work correctly," Custer
tify a possible contaminate.
Meghan Gourley
Health Department officials said. "We now drain the air brakes
Editor-in-Chief
at night so that buses do not have
The cause of the sudden out- were unavailable for comment.
break of illness that forced over
However, according to the to idle near the building for too
100 students to seek emergency memorandum, srudents continue long."
In spite of numerous precaumedical care last week still re- to become ill.
mains unknown.
"In light of the continuing in- tions taken by Physical Plant
In a memorandum Nov. I I, cidence of the illness, it is very against polluting the intake duct, a
W.D. Bookwalter, Vice President possible that the cause is not food number of university disc jockeys
and Assistant to the President, or water contamination at aJI. It have reported smelling fumes for
stated that approximately 120 stu- may well be a flu or flu-like virus quite some time.
WUJC Sports Director AI
dents and some faculty and staff transmitted through the air or
have become ill with flu-like through other forms of human Pawlowski said that he has nosymptoms.
contact. I encourage everyone to ticed fumes in the radio station for
Since last Friday, the Cuyahoga take extra care in personaJ hygiene several years.
"I've smelled exhaust fumes in
County Health Department has until the cause is identified or the
The JCU Knights of Columbus recently won the Father
been conducting tests on a variety illness ends," according to the the studio for the past few years,"
McGivney award for recruiting
See
DUCT,
page
6
of food and waste samples to iden- memorandum.

Michael James

Spec1at Projects Edrtor

tion of a violent history between
she and Birt, according to several
sources interviewed. On July 7,
1993, Bin aJiegedly stabbed Pitts
and a relative. According to
Hughey, Pitts pressed charges and

JCU Tax team earns
honorable mention

Air duct may pollute RecPiex

Illness remains mystery
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Woman to woman
Monday while jolt women into worrying about what they
Iwassmokjngan have been conditioned not to worry about.
easy cigareue in
My day was ruined, and I went into a
the Administra- depression. I called by boyfriend to ask if
tion Building, a he was dangerous. He said, "Yes, I am
w o m a n coming over to rape you." I hung up the
wandered
in phone; he did not understand that I needed
v i s i b i l y reassurance, not a jest.
aggitated,
While downtown, I spoued a t-shin. It
Miesha Wilson
pac10g, wildly read in bold letters: White does not mean
Enterto•nment Ed1tor
· looking around
racist; Male does not mean sexist; Straight
the room. She does not mean homophobic. 1 agree
S!Oppcd at my table m"J asked for a cigareue. coruplclely with the theory of the t-shin.
From her clumsy manner in lighting the Obviously being a heterosexual, white male
cigareue, I could tell she was not a habitual does not necessarily make one a devil.
smoker
However, the anger, the resentment, and
"Did you know Sharika Pi us?" she asked. the insensitivity of the t-shirt caused me
"No"
immeasurable disquietude.
"She was murdered. Her boyfriend The animosuy behind the t-shin indicates
stabbed her to death."
an unwillingness in men to understand the
I did not know Sharika Pitts. I did not ubiquitous fear in which women live.
know the woman speaking to me, but she
So much of the Women's Movement
needed to talk, and I felt driven to listen.
grew out of women's desire to be safe, just
My stranger and Sharika worked together to be free of harm. Margaret Atwood in
in the Multicultural Affairs office. Sharika Handmaid's Tale admonished women to
distinguish between the "freedom from and
had never missed a day of work.
When Sharika did not show up at work on the freedom to." In the 1990's I believe
Fnday, my stranger knew something was women have gained the "freedom to" pursue
wrong.
career goals and alternative lifestyles. But
She told me Sharika's story. Sharika had the tragedy ofSharika Pills reminds society
been the valedictorian of East High School. that women still have not achieved the
She was a first-year student at John Carroll "freedom from" being abused by men.
University. She had moved off-campus in
The Women's Movement (and the
the mtddle of the semester to be closer 10 pleadings of women who are not involved
her boyfriend and their child.
in the Movement) simply asks that men
They were engaged, but Sharika decided acknowledge that women have reasonable
to break off the engagement. Something fears.
happened; he allegedly stabbcdhertodeath.
There exists a reasonable pattern of
Seven times.
violence done unto women at John Carroll:
Only one apparent reason existed for this an alleged rape, a stalking, an alleged
stranger to tell me of Sharika Pitts: we both murder. The fear of danger transcends
are women. Michel Foucault wrote in race-a white woman stalked by a white
Cremion of Docile Bodies that oppressed man; a black woman murdered by a black
people rarelyconsidcrtheconfines in which man. The conflict exists between the
society places them.
genders.
Amongst women, one would rarely hear
Unlike Camile Paglia who in Sexual
women speaking of the fact that they Personae argues th at men have
carefully restrict the areas in which they uncontrollable, Dionysian passions raging
walk at night,thccaution with which women within their loins, most women feel that
receive unknown men, or the decisions violent crimes perpetrated against women
women make to dress dowdy when could be largely stopped by a deliberative
provocative clothing might lead to effon on the part of men.
provocation.
In the meanwhile, women will mourn the
Contrary to the popular preoccupation of death of Sharika Pitts.
male backlash, women do not sit around
vengefully deriding men.
It is tragedies like Sharika Pitts which
shock women into consciously
contemplating their safety. These tragedtes

1\venty-four hours, seven days a week
"Because students live by a variety of schedules, the College sets no specific
beginning o r ending times for visiting hours." So say the guest policies of both
the College of the Holy C ross and Fairfield U n iversity. Both are Jesuit Universities.
E leven Jesuit colleges and u n iversities have v isitation policies which allow
members of the opposite sex to be in each other's rooms 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.
These policies acknowledge the academic and social needs of college students,
the time constraints under which they operate, and their abilities to make
responsible decisions.
. . .
.
John Carroll's v isitation policy should now be adapted to surulanly recogmze
students' needs and trust their abil ity to choose responsibly.
Yes, adoption of a 24-hour visitation policy raises issues which must be
addressed. How will security be handled? H ow will this affect roommate
relations? Is a change even necessary?
Twenty-four hour visitation rights provide the opportunity for innovative

solutions to these problems. A sign..uu y&tem conlde=iJadiased-inftsidence halls,
thereby allowing e ffective enforcement of the_ visitation policy. Ro_ornrn~tc
contracts could be utilized to prevent roommate disputes about the hourl> rn which
members of the opposite sex may be in the room.
A change in the current visitation pol icy is definitely needed. Presently, students
(who benefit from communal studying and who are often forced to do so late at
night) are relegated to poorly-lit, chaos-promoting study l?unges - and thos~ are
the lucky ones. Currently, many productive study sessiOns and conversatiOnS
must end because of what is read on the hands of a clock.
A visitation policy which respond s to student wishes (approximately 85~o. of~he
students polled by the Student Union supported a ~~ange tn the current vtsttatJOn
policy) and trusts students to make mature dectstons may deter _the tn~nd of
upperclassmen moving off campus. Trusting students to act respons1b!Y wt~h 24hour visitation privileges may seem scary for some. But not to do so tS an msult
to students and the education they are receiving.

What does Chief Wahoo really mean?
America is one big melting pot of ethnic
cultures and nationalities. No one is
"American" in the sense that someone is
"English" or "Irish." Multiculturalism
strives to promote an understanding and
respect for other people's heritage.
I myself am a member of four different
ethnic groups. Multiculturalism wants to
make everyone aware of the uniqueness of
their heritage, and to be proud of it, as well
as understanding of those with different
backgrounds. Multiculturalists like Ms.
Spates and nonmulticulturalists like Mr.
Short must do what, in essence,
multiculturalism promotes: understanding
one another.
Multiculturalists must understand that to
some people, Chief Wahoo and the
Tomahawk Chop are rallying cries
symbolizing honor, pride, and courage. And
others must understand that, to some people,
Chief Wahoo and the Tomahawk Chop arc
racist, derogatory, and offensive. Anything
from the New York "Yankees" to the
Houston "Oilers" can be considered
offensive to certain people, but just a
nickname to others. Multiculturalists want
people to understand that some things that
arc celebrated and glorified by some ethnic
groups are considered demeaning to others.
And some people think that they are in
some way held responsible by the actions
of their ancestors. Both sides need to

understand one
another.
Here at John
Carroll
University, "the
purpose of the
Office
of
Mu l ticultural
Affairs is to teach
respect for all
cultures," said
Kevin Bachman
Ro n Oleksiak,
Asst. WOI1d VIew Editor
director
of
Multicultural Affairs. They want to point
out the contributions of all ethnic groups,
especially some o f those that have not
always been recognized. It is to promote
respect and understanding between all
people, not to make them feel guilty.
All multiculturalism sets out to
accomplish is to p romote a new
understanding between different cultures
and ethnic groups, that arguably, because
of the racism and discrimination over the
past generations, has not ~xisted. .
.
The main goal of mulllculturahsm tS 10
bring people together, not to drive them
apart.

tv 8~~L'----I

FORUM
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letters
Multiculturalism debacle
continues; students respond to
Short's letter
To the Eduor
Gordon C. ~ho rt lacks cuhural understanding Beyond
h1s failed attempt to rationalite the large-toothed caricature of a Native Amencan named "Wahoo" as bemg a sign
of "respect and hnnor," the moM disturbing portion of the
Jeucr is Short's distorted view of rnuhicuhurahty . Each of
the poinL<> he makes has been categorically disproved by
sociological research. To begin with, America is not (nor
has it ever been) a "melting pot." This gross oversimplification or diversity is negated by evidence of ~.:onccntrated
culture in every major dty in the U.S. For an example,
Lillie Italy is down the street.
Short evidently has trouble resolving his own ideologies, since after he states that people should be united as
Americans he contradicts hi mscl f by saying that "we have
to realite that not all men arc born equal." While it is true
that not all people arc not equal, hi!. analysis is incorrect.
Thecauscofinequality is not multiculturalityor the ·'picky
lefl-wingers." it is the status quo social system. To illustrate, consider the social status of African-Americans: in
tenns of power stratification and socioeconomic status,
this cultural group is not expected to reach relative parity
with Caucasians until after the year 3152 (source: The
National Urban League). The Caucasian average family
income level has remained 78% higher than the AfricanAmerican since 1978 (USA Today 89). It has been proven
that African Americans work a great deal harder for lower
staLUs (Landi)• 87), thus rendering Short's idea that one
must only "(strive] to be the best you can be" as horribly
naive. Broad based cultural disparity has been proven as a
function not of perseverance, but of institutional discrimination, red lining, and their subsequent ramifications. Short's
antiquated view also excludes the effects of other social
institutions. Just as a white, middle class child socialized
in a homogeneous ly white, middle class society will be
unable to comprehend the frame of reference of the culturally diverse. so an African-American child socialized in a
crackhouse will have a different point of view. Specifi•--R9.'1batchildwtllseeinhi~HftlaeiMIWofeithermaking

fast cash selling drugs or going to school, consequently
being in debt unttl he is about 50 and working for his entire
lifetime to achieve equality where none exists. "America··
has not propagated the injustice; the socially constructed
institutions have. They will remain so until there is a
concerted effort to change the situation.
The purpose of multiculturality is to promote the mutual
respect of cultural backgrounds so they do not continue to
be subjective factors of judgments. It anempts to remove
barriers to inequality. Whether this concept is perverted or
preserved, however, is purely up to the individual. Short's
flawed analysis thus facilitates dangerously ethnocentric,
highly inaccurate, and ultimately inane arguments.
The fact that an entire column of print was devoted ro
this infantile babbling wa-. enough to disturb any rational
being. Compoundlllg my reaction, however. \\as yet anothcrethnoccntric p1eceendorsed b} the newspaper: Nicole
Tutolo 's review ol Farewell, My Cnncubme Tutolo failed
to comprehend the thematic material oft he lilm, \\ hich she
blamed on the suppthcd convoluted nature for Chinese
culture and histor~ . Scapcgoating Chinese histof) for her
own inabilit) to pcrcch e the subtleties of film i-, hard I)
JUstiliable. The perce1vcd "confusion·· 1!. htghl) subjective.
especiall} since scores ofother print reviewers were easily
able to comprehend the material.
It is highly disappointmg that the editor(s) would support such potentially racist views, especially those that
were unsubstantiated and, J suspect. unsubstantiable. Journalistic integrity and the ability to think critically should be
given aspects of any publication. In this particular instance,
however, both have been sadly lacking.
Grace Bhardwaj
Class of 1997

To the Editor:
It seems that there are some misconceptions of what
multiculturalism is and what it is meant to do. It's not meant
to be divisive; it's meant to build identities and strengthen
relationships between people of all different nationalities
and backgrounds. Multiculturalism seeks to decrease stereotypes, prejudices, and discnminations, most of which
stem from ignorance. Multiculturalism means respecting

to

the

3

editor

other cultures while recogniting the differences between
cultures It means respecting all cultures m shaping our
Jives and our societ} as 1t 1s today.
Contrary to popular opmion , .. America" 1' not a "'melt·
ing pot,.. nor -.hould itnc. If it \\il'-, ' ' hy do we sull sec that
upper class whue-. still ha\e the power of majority'! Ideall).
each person mthe melting pot analog} adds a little spice to
the stew and also takes a bit ol others' nay or and cullurc.
But in real it) , irmmgranh hal't' to confonn to the predominant soctety (White I uropcan culture) 1f they want
the ··Amencan dream" or even -.orne of societ) 's power.
Perhaps a better analogy would he a tossed salad. The
U.S. i!. made up of many different ~.:ulturcs and peoples.
The drcssmg on the salad is the term "American," and all
the people and their ~.:ulturcs should fall under th1s category.
The concept of "Amen ~.:an " must change with the times,
as it has been dotng. l-hstoricall) (in the Constitution),
"American'' meant White landowners, and thus excluded
women, blacks, and even white males who d1dn 'tO\\ n the
land. Only after many years of struggle, women and blacks
were able to vote.
Today, people arc staning toreah£e that it is an injustice
that people are d·'>cnm1nated against simply because of
theirculture. Lack of a knowledge of others' cultures leads
one to ethnocentrism, the v1cw that one's culture is the best
and the only correct, good culture. This belief implicitly
devalues every other culture. When we see that all its parts
have intrinsic value, we can still positively regard the
"American" culture as a collection of many equally important cultures. This is what multiculturalism seeks to do.
But , some people argue, many people have never even
been tothe countryoftheirhcritage, and they seek to divide
America by calling themselves "African-Americans," or
"Latino Americans." The U.S. is finally becoming a place
for all people to claim their culture in a way they were never
able to before. Multiculturalism can help do this by showing
the intrinsic value of every culture. Because a person has
never been to Africa or Mexico or Gennany doesn't mean
slhe has none of its culture. The foods people eat, the way
they dress, and how they talk are all part of their culture.
Many people have seen less developed countries in a
bad light, believing tho~e ~.:ult un.:-. to he unc1vilized, etc.
Thus, it's easy to assume that people whoSe ancestors came
from those countries are bad and innately lower than
people with ancestors from othercountries. Multiculturalism
seeked to break down those kinds of misconceptions and
perceptions so that all is valued.
With a multicultural education, people will able to feel
positively about their own culture as well as about others'
cultures. With a realistic multicultural perspective, people
will realize that the U.S. as we know it today did a great
disservice to all the people that lived here before Europeans
came, bringing disease and slavery.
Europeans have caused the destruction of a society that
has been on this ~.:ontincnt for hundreds of years, and that
was bad. But, in order to prevent this from happening
again, multicultural education is necessary to increase
understanding of all cultures.
As a societ}. we all need to taJ..e responsibilty for our
act1ons and learn from the mistake-. made by those who
came before us. so we can better the \~orld lor our children.
and our children's children. This is wh<~t multiculturalism
is reall) all about.
Jad:i Liautaud
Class of 1995

Gallagher is saddened by views
expressed by JCU students
To the Editor:
In his pro-gun letter (The CN, Nov. II) Sutton IGnter
really and truly seems to believe that Jesus would be all in
favor of cutting down the enemies of Christianity with hot
lead, a sort of "Kill a Humanist for Christ" mindset. (Mr.
IGnter apparently has no idea, by the way, that St. Thomas
More was a humanist, and that humanism owes a great deal
to St. Thomas Aquinas).
What is especially sad about Mr. Kinter's Jcuer is that
he identifies himself as a member of the Class of '94. This
means that he has spent nearly four years at this Jesuit
University without anyone disabusmg him of ideas quite
contrary to the Gospel Message Nor is he alone in his
misconceptions. Letters and article!. in almost every issue
of the CN make it clear that he has plenty of company.
For this I blame John Carroll University. Why don't we

have a required course based on the New Testament that
comes right out and sa)·" that greed , sexism, racism, and the
macho spmt arc utterly incompatihlc '-' ith Christianity?
Wh) I'-ll possible lor a student to go through four. or more.
)Cars here and ha\e no one in authority tell him or her
straight out that \UCh thmg' arc \\ rong?
Mtchael Gallagher '52
Development Oflice

Congrats to alum Don Shula for
breaking football record
To the Editor:
This past Sunday. one of John Carroll's most widely
rccogmtcd and esteemed alumn1, Don Shula, coached his
Miami Dolphins to a 19-4 tnumph over the Philadelphia
Eagles. Wllh h1s J25th and most recent success. Coach
Shula passed George HaJa, to become the all-time
winnmgcst coach 111 the h1stor) of the National Football
League.
B} reaching the height of h1s profess1on. Coach Shula
has shown that a successful Carroll graduate need not be
measured by adJectives such a-. profitable or lucrathe.
Instead, he pcrsomfies acluevcmcnt through alternatives
like dedtcation, perse~·erance, and education Throughout
h1s career a-; a player and coach, Don Shula's philosoph)
has remained constant. prepare for e\erythmg, scHie for
nothing, and always keep your competition guessing.
I had the opportunity to greet Coach Shula in Kulas
Auditorium a few year:, ago; this encounter ranks high
among the memorable moments I have had at John Carroll
University. As fellow Carroll students, we can aspire to
follow Don Shula's lead to the top and possibly, like him,
celebrate perfection along the way.
Dale Hall
Class of 1994

Open-mindedness is not a
hallmark of visitation debate
TothcEd,~i~H_lr~·~~~~~~c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~d
l recentfy atrended rhe debare over dorm visirarion

policy conducted by the Studenllssue!. Committee. I came
in with the feeling that I wanted a new and more hheral
visitation policy but I also walked 111 with an open mind. I
felt that by listening to both sides of the argument I would
be able to beHer my knowledge of the situation and make
a final decision as to what I thought was best for myself and
John Carroll as a whole. Unfortunately, not everyone who
was there had the same altitude.
I was shocked at the number of ahusive comments that
were made throughout the debate at the expense of those
who were arguing agamst a change in the policy. It even
went as far as one of the dehatcrs had his personal life
attacked by a student who obviously has no respect for
other people's privacy and who should havCJUSt stayed in
his room.
Feeling that the whole thing wa.., one sided. I po:.ed a
question on the policy of r<>ornmate contra~ts on the side
arguing for the changt'. I v. as 110t attacking their argument
or making one of my own. I w,~:. looking for clarification
on a policy that until recently I had little kmmlcdgc of.
What I got wa.; a polite answer from \\horn l po~cd the
question and a snide remark f10m n member of the audience
snung behind me. I feel thatthi' countr)' was founded and
built on open discussion and the free llow of ideas. Also. it
is a lack of resrcct for other people·~ views that primarily
occurs in a country where freedom is not a catch\\-ord. An
argument in favor of the change was that we arc adults and
can act responsibly if given the freedom todoso. But, if the
people who attended the debate, all of whom were adults,
could not act respectively and responsibly at a debate
selling what makes you think they will act any differently
given a policy of open visitation?
Matthew R. Cox
Class of I 995

See more letters on page 4
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lack of directories makes
communicating difficult
To the Editor:
If I knC\\ your phone number. I might call you to tell
you I am a little more than a tad upset. Alas, I do not. so I
need to voice my di\plcasure in pen .
Granted, if we need a phone number, we can call
information. But if this is the excuse needed, why have
directories? We have heard that the reason we do not have
directones ~~ because room changes were going on. We
would get them when changes were done. The excuse
now, months later, would be that. ..
Procuri ng advenisemcnts, I have heard, is also a problem. Might we possibly be able to do this during the
summer, or need we wait until the beginning of the
semester to start searching?
We pay $5,000 plus for room and board. J am not
suggesting this be increased, but I believe part of it should
be allocated to phone directories. Waiting to see if the
residents stay in the same room before printing the directories would be equivalent to the bookstore waiting to
order books, while waiting to see how many studenrs are
in each class.
Ok. Bad example.
Brian Redmond
Class of 1995

Financial Aid Office listens to
parents, not students
To the Editor:
Recently, I have been engaged in a struggle with the
Financial Aid Department and lhe Business Office. I was
oneofthose unfortunate students whose loan check has not
yet arrived.
I am not angry with the slow rate at which my loan is
being processed, rather I am angry with Financial Aid's
unwillingness to work with me as a student attending John
Carroll and the one who will be receiving the loan. I am
twenty-one years old and a senior in co ege, yet the
Un1versJty still expects my parents to take care of me. I
knew of the problems with my Financial Aid and in order

the

editor

to c n~ur~ th:tt I wa... on top of the prm:essing. I visited Lhe
Fmancial Aid O ffic~ at least once a week since the beginning of the .semester. I was continuously assured "that the
problem \I.Ould he taken care of.
f i\:e days before I \\ as to register. I went into lhe office
to get my letter to register and was told there was no
decbion from the Business Office as to whether or not they
would let me register on time. However, this is still not m}
ultimate problem , as the registration problem had been
solved .
Unfortunately, it was not solved because of my efforts,
but because ol the cffon~ of my father. He called Fr.
Lavelle tw1ce, Jack Sammon three times, and finally talked
to Pat Prosser. Ultimately, the block against my registration was lifted and I would be able to register on time.
What angers me about the entire situation is not that my
loan has not yet been proces~ed , but that I have to rely on
my parents to present my arguments to the Administration.
My efforts had little or no effect on either the Business
Office or the Office of Financial Aid, yet when my father
called the institution and ulumately talked to an administrator, one I had previously talked to, my problem was
solved.
Whycan't thc Uni versity understand that I am an adult?
Why do they continue to send the bill "to the parents of'
when it is I who am paying for my college education? Why,
when I went to find out what the ultimate decision was
regarding my registration, did Financial Aid employees
tell me that I would have to talk to my falherto find out what
has occurred? Does the university not understand that I am
the student at John Carroll?
Neilher of my parents went to John Carroll, they are not
paying for my education, and it is not my father's responsibility to fight my battles. Yet it seems lhat this
institution cannot deal with the students. They only understand and act when it is the parent who argues for their
college-age child.
As a 21 year old senior, I should not have to rely on my
father to deal with my school's administration. What about
the students who don' t have parentS in a position or who are
unwilling to argue for them? When is this institution going
to treat me as the adult I have become? When is this
institution going to realiz.e that it is my college education
and not my parents?
Jayne C. Cella
Class of 1994

Distorted views of impoverished people show
that students need to be more understanding
unwed mothers. It is because of this lhat unwed mothers
fall through the cracks and into the sewers or streets.
Now I can say that I am tnlly amazed at the thought
Also, the women did not choose to get pregnant- she
processes of some people. In the last week, I have heard chose to have sex, the very thing that most college
some of the most close-minded, insensitive, and selfish students engage in as well. What is the difference between
!>entimenl'l about the poor in this country. and I must a middle-class college student and a college-age single
respond to it.
woman gcttingprcgnant?The middle class young woman
In my Sociology 101 class, we have been discussing probably has lhc ability to pay for an abonion or has her
poveny and the fact that it is very unlikely, due to the parents to fall back on to help her support the baby
structure of our society, for an impoverished person to financially. She has, in essence, a financial safety net to
move up the economic ladder. One young man in my catch her when she falls -a luxury that a poor, single,
class voiced his opinion that some people choose to be pregnant woman would not have. We all make bad
poor. He used the example of a poor unwed, young choices, some more drastic than others, but some of us
woman who has been pregnant two or more times. His can afford to make more bad choices than others.
statemenrs implied that if this woman really wanted out
As to the issue lhat homeless people may enjoy their
of poverty so badly, she wouldn' t be having unprotected nomadic lifestyles, I feel that this may be a case where
sex., or even sex. at all with anyone.
a person was trying to fool both himself and my fellow
Another young woman in the class stated that she had student who said it too. Haven' t we all said. "Oh, it's
worked in soup kitchens and found that some of the really better this way," when we got cut from team or
people there had rold her that they Ulced being homeless. something else bad happened. I know I have, and I know
They said that they liked tbe freedom of the lifestyle.
I was trying to convince myself that I wasn' t that upset
After considering these two students' poinrs for more about whatever happened.! think that the same principle
than a week, I bave c:ome to some conclusions. First of applies here. This homeless person was probably trying
aU, I can see bow someone might contend that a woman to convince himself that his situation was fine with him,
beingimp-egnatedwhileunwedi.saskingforaneconomic as well as avoiding pity that he must encounter from
and financial catastrophe. This made me wonder. why is people who are not homeless looking at his situation.
it that no one ever says that someone actively gets
Someone living in destitution cannot poS$ibly Jove
pregnantto get rich? 1bis seems a ludicrous notion in our their situation, nor are they actively choosing to stay
society today. tbe reason being that pregnancy causes a there. It is very comfonable for us as John Carroll
great economic burden to be put on the young woman students with a fairly comfortable lifestyle to say these
baviog the child. lsa't lbere something societal going on things, but I don' t think that one major factor was
here ndber lhln somedliag individual? It seems that out realized. We were born in a pretty comfonablestyle, but
society punishes woman wbocboose to bring their child how would we feel if we had been born in the streets or
in the world alone rather than ro have an abortion. It is in the ghetto.
clear tbat the problem is DOC the unwed mother - tbe
We' re just more lucky than poor people, not intrinproblem is thai our society refuses to address the issue of sically better.

Tara Mey___
e.._
r - - - - - - - - ____ _ _
Forum Writer
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English Literature:
Meet your Major
Miesha L. Wilson
Enlerto nn

n td tor

You see that I am silly:
You see that I am weak;
You .\ee that I am comemious. pretem ious, and a f reak.
Madonna. "'Rescue Me"

Perhaps Madonna was an English major: she certainly
sounds as if she were. Enghsh literature majors are silly
with their archaic glasses, weak 1n their decision to approach
life onl y intellectually, contentious with their chosen
separation from the "artless masses,'" pretentious in their
coffee house conversations, and probably freaky in their
bedroom practices.
I am an English literature major. I have been one since
I was five years old copying Winnie the Pooh in my bedroom (a self-fashioned scriptorium.) As I grew older, I
would concoct false etymologies. My favorite was hypocrisy: There once was a portly girl named Chrissie who
called other people fat. One day someone said, "You are a
hippo, Chrissie;" thus hypocrisy.
I spent my time amongst books because I could not
spend time amongst people. I was an only child in an
almost rural community. Somehow, I was an only child in
an almost rural community. Somehow, I believe that I
intuitively understood that books were just a temporary,
insufficient substitute for fol ks.
I made friends. In fifth grade I started writing novellas
about the people in my grade: a nine year old' s concept of
romance, death, and intrigue. People would pass my stories
around during class. Afterward some would approach me
begging to be included in the next episode.
Literature and writing provided a way for me to reach
people; I had not yet made my sophomoric error of using
literature to separate myself from other on the grounds of
some false superiority.
Books kept me sane during the time of my incipient
sexuality when I found escape in "dirty books" of the
Harlequin and Sidney Sheldon genre. I would read lhe
books at school (to avoid my vigilant parenrs,) but I would
take my imaginings home with me. At night I would
envt on m
1n the d
, surrounded in a
purple and gold tent being whipped by a tempest when a
half-clad man wanders in ... at twelve years old, I was
unsure what happened next. Nevenheless I was excited.
The same excitement seized me during my first English
literature course in college: William Butler Yeats. I entered
college pristine in body if not in mind. "Who will drive
with Fergus" drove me to adventure. During a PTA meeting
in elementary school my parents discovered and discarded
my "dirty books." At college, however, they were not there
to throw away my books or stop me from answering the call
of Fergus.
Before I declared my major, I I ived my major. Now, I act
my major in the style of absurdist theater: I write with a
Waterman fountain pen; I smoke British cigarel!es; I read
poetry in bars. It looks cool, but it means nothing.
Professors of English literature believe that some works
are bener understood by older, more experienced, readers.
I wish lhat I had read William Shakespeare' s Hamlet
before I knew anything about emblematic moments,
Senecan tragedy, or Elizabethan law. Rather than analyze
Ophelia's pain, perhaps I might have been able to feel it.
The last great miracle literature performed for me
occurred in my second semester of college. Being coerced
into vinue and morality by my vinuous and moral parents,
I fell into debauchery upon my first opportunity. I was
drinking alcohol entirely too much. I wasrushinga sorority,
being a cheerleader, and acting as a student council representative. As all college students know, these activities
are just glorified excuses to go get a beer with new and
exciting people. Reading Plato's Republic turned me to
moderation. Plato's reasons for moderation just seemed
infinitely more logical than my parents'.
After Plato (and my Classicist friends would agree)
everything went down hill. Because I always loved my
major, I was always good at it. Soon lhe literary "artsy"
crowd scooped me up and placed me in irs hennetic cliche.
We read more about literature - literary criticism and the
New York Times Book Review - that literature itself. Now
I am removed from and unmoved by books which once had
enormous meaning to me. All remaining to me is an
unemotional understanding of Michel de Montaigne and
Vladmir Nabokov both of which I can pronounce with the
most pretentious accent.
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Out with Gnu, in with Cainpion
Derek Diaz
New• Editor
Amid cold and drcal) weather
last Saturday, John Carroll University bid farewell to Its Gnuest
dormitory and welcomed the renamed structure Campion Hall.
The blessing and dcdicati'on
ceremony. performed by
JCU President
Re'. Michael
J Lavelle,
capped
a
number of
speeches
from Carroll
alumni and
trustees concerning the people behind therenaming.
According to Kevin Gladstone,
Executive Director of Alumni relations, the decision to name the
residence hall Campion came last

year after the F.J. (Steve) O'Neill
Foundation donated SIO milhon
to John Carroll" s endowment fund.
the ~mglc largest donation ever.
O'Neill graduated from Campion College in Prairie du Chien
in W1sconsin and later went on to

become a leading benefactor ofJohn
Carroll University. O'Neill passed
away in 1983.
"The O'Neill Foundation
hoped to continue the tradition of
Campion College, which closed in

1925.by bringingapartofittoJohn
Carroll University." Gladstone said.
The Jc~uit priest after whom
Campion College and High School
were named, St. Edmund Campion, was born in England in the
16th century. Throwing away a
promising career in service of the
Queen and a scholarship at Oxford Unl\'ersny. Campion kit
the Church ofFngland to
convcn to traditional
Roman Catholicism.
Afterbecomingak
su1t, CampiOn re·
turned to England
to "preach the
Gospel. to min
istcr the Sacraments. to instruct
the simple, to reform sinners. and
to refute errors."
Gladstone said that no plans
are currently underway by the university to dedicate East Hall.

Student Union briefs

Chief Justice
John Cranley
presented a bill
proposing that
the
Student
Union "will not forb1d the chartering of a c!ub or organilation on
the basis of philosophy. The Student Union may regulate chartered organizations in order that
they comply with their char-

tered responsibilities."
A motion was made to send
the bill to committee in'<ohing
the revie"' committee. The motion was seconded.

Dennis Percy. junior class
vice-president, made a motion for
the Senate to reconsider a bill
passed last week which called for
restricting organizations for plan-

ning events for their members on
the evenings of Homecoming and
Christmas Fonnal dances.
After some debate. Malt Cox.
chairman of the information committee. made a motion to send the
bill to the judiciary committee.
The committee will detcnnine
at a later date if the bill is in
conflict with the currem Student
l.inion constitution.
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Hiring
Drivers

MARKETING
5 Y 5 T E M S'M

Benefits offered

$8 to 12 per hour
apply in person:445l

Mayfield Rd.

Mysterious ''Disappearance'' of
Dean Joseph Farrell
The strange "disappearnce" of Dean Farrell has prompted
concerned inquiries by his friends and co-workers. Farrell
was last seen by his family on Sunday night. as he pulled out
of his drivewa>. presumably headed to John Carroll for a staff
meetmg. Several students reported seeing Dean Farrell on
Sunday night having a heated discussion with two unidentified
men. He was then observed being forcefully ·pushed into an
unmarked car. Any information regarding his whereabouts
should be reported to University He ig hts Police.
This story is completely untrue and is meant to raise awareness
about the numerous political killings and disappearances that
have been occurring for sometime throughout the world. For
example, over 300,000 people were murdered between 1975
and 1979 in the "killing fields" of Cambodia. In EISalvador,
almost 2% of the population is estimated to have been wiped
out by "disappearances" and political killings during the civil
war between 1980 and 1992. Amnesty International, an
impartial voluntary movement works to prevent these and
other human rights violations. We urge you to get involved
and speak out on this issue. If interested in the JCU chapter of
Amnesty International , contact Mary Kate at 397-5474 or
Nancy at 397-5298.

Proposed changes
in visitatio·n fuel
student debate

Meghan Gourley
Paul Palumbo

The Carroll News Stoff

The current visitation policy
and its proposed changes were
debated b) students last
Wednesday night where Senior
Joe Parks moderated.
The debate was sponsored by
the Student Onion who endorsed
a change in the visitation policy
of East and Campion Hall!' to 24
hours. seven days a week (24n).
Speaking on behalf of the
change was sophomore Bill
Gluntt who said that students
need to have a choice.
Gluntz said that a survey conducted by the Student Union
showedthatof561 pcoplepollcd.
455 were in favor of a visitation
change; of that, 184 wanted a 24/
7 policy, 77 wanted 2417 in some
dorms, and 4H people were open
to 24 hour visitation of weekends.
Junior Jeff Sabrin opposed a
visitation change and said that
Carroll students need to reali1e
that certain rules exist at the university.
"We choose to go to a Jesuit
school and we don· t run the
school." said Sabrin.
The proposed change

includes a possible sign-in policy
in which any non-resident of East
and Campion must sign in at the
office and possibly leave an 10
"This would promote more
joh~ for people'' i th work study,"
~aidJ unior Amic Rat h. "recause
someone would always have to
be in the office to check in
people."
Rath said that a 24n policy
could possibl) increase the
number of junior~ und seniors
li\ ing in the dorms. a number
which has decrc<to;cd over the
past several years.
Residents of East and Cam·
pion would still be required to
escort guests from the lobby.
Sabrin said that he feels the
escort policy docs not have any
impactnow,anda2417policywould
create more tmllic in the dorm!>.
Sophomore Gordon Short
s.1id that a 24n policy would
k'ave open the possibility of an
increa.'e in crime.
Gluntzsaid th.n students need
to he tree to develop platonil'
relationships- after 12 a.rn.
"Jesuit ideals say we need
discipline to !Tklkc the right chorcc
the responsible choice.'' said
Gluntz.

Bank on a
Career
withMBNA

MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of
MBNA America, the world's leading issuer of the
Gold MasterCard~ We are now opening our Midwest
Regional Marketing Center in Cleveland, which will
employ 300 to 500 people.
We are seeking enthusiastic people to introduce our credit
card service to prospective Customers across the covntry.
These part-time telephone sales positions offer flexible
hours, an average rate of pay of $8.10 per hour ($6.50
base plus monthly incentive), paid vacations, paid
holidays, and valuable experience.
After a six- to nine-month part-time Telephone Sales
commitment, you will have an opportunity to explore a
career in Collections, Customer Service, or Marketing.
Begin your career with a Fortune Service 500 Company.

To schedule an interview, call
MBNA at 595-4100.
MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc.
23200 Chagrin Boulevard
Commerce Three Building, 5th Floor
Beachwood, OH 44122
MBNA Mortc11n; Syucnu. Inc. u 1 . .....,,"'>'of MBNA An>cri<a B.,k, N.A
MONA Amcnca "an A!linna~o"" A<bOII/Equol ~ty Empk>~r.
~199' MONA Anocnco &nt.. N A
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Business prof recognized PITTS
for teaching excellence continued from page 1
Vshnupriya Bhard waj
Stoff Reporter

Dr. Marian M. Extejt, professor of management, marketing and
logistics. is th1s year's recipient of
theWasmerTeachingAward. The
award is presented annually by
John Carroll's School ofBusiness.
Extejt has been with the univer!)Jty for nine years, including
the time spent pursuing her B.S.
and M.S. degrees.
According to Extejt. two factors
mouvated her to become a professor. She first credited her JCU
professors, including Dr. Frank
Navratil, Dean of the School of
Busmess, and the Rev. M1chael
Lavelle, S.J., president of the
university and professor of economics, as being her role models.
Extejt also said that while 10 the
MBA program, she realized the
restrictive nine to live job was not
for her.
Extejt srud that being a professor gives her more flexibility in
what she can accomplish. " My
goals are to constantly improve
my teaching and to keep c lasses
interesting," said Extejt. "There
isalwaysroom for improvement."
The Student Advisory Counci I,
composed of the president and
one representative from each student organization that is business
related, a nn ually awards outstanding teachers. The council
also begins the process for selecting nominees for the Wasmer
A ward. The top five candidates
are automatically nominees for the
Wasmer Award.
A three person faculty committee is the n to decide the recipientfrom information provided
by the nominees. The information
includes a portfolio of exams,

grade distributions, student
evaluauons, a syllabus and department chair recommendations.
Also included is a list of students
whom the committee can Interview The completion of th1s
process is an interview concerning
the nominee's teaching philosophies.
Dr. Andrew Welki, professor
of economics and a member of the
faculty committee, outlined the
qualifications. The committee
looks for"commllmenttostudents
and thelearningprocess in and out
of the classroom, and the setting
of high standards to challenge
students to reach their academic
potenuaJ."
Welki said that there are no
losers because each individual is
an excellent candidate and any
one of them would have been an
excellent choice.

TEAM
continued from page 1
Both Garven and Trudell
agreed it was a good experience
for applying their classroom
knowledge and skills. "It gave me
some experience with the tax laws,
which are very broad," said Garven.
'The experience taught you a lot
about the real world," said Trudell.
'1t really showed you how much is
involved in the whole process."
According to Monastra, JCU
competed against some of the
OUts\Cl!Ldin& schools in tbc nation.
"We were the smallest school
there," said Bertrand, who participated on the team last year. "I
think that says a lot for the school."
The team was advised by
Monastra and William Cenker,
professor of accounting.

wanted to play because of time angel and that should make us
glad," said Kopel and.
constramts, after only a week
"She decided it was just too
T h e relationship continues
competitive. She just wanted to
Bin would bring their daughter
have fun," said Riley.
Sharika rece1ved a full scholarGretchen Wellbrecht, Head to campus for visits.
ship to John Carroll.
Riley said, "Rodrick would
Volleyball Coach, said, "Our kids
In the summer of 1993, she enjoyed the personality and atti- bring the baby up to campus to
entered the Multicultural Affairs' tude she gave to the team."
spend the night sometimes. She
Bridge Program, while living in
According to Riley, Pitts was was told that she couldn't do that
her parents' home on E. 145 St.. in plann1ng on running track 10 the anymore."
East Cleveland.
"Sharika moved out in early
spring.
But Pitts achievement didn't October, seven weeks into the
John Carroll
stop in the athletics department. semester," said Jekel.
In the faJI of 1993, Pitts moved She was also a talented student
When Sharika moved out of
into Murphy Hall with freshman and a dedicated worker.
the residence hall, she moved back
Linda Iekel. She became involved
"She was very bright. She was home wi th her mother and
in numerous activities and orga- a delight," said SaraJoranko, Pitts' daughter. According to Pitts.
mtations on campus.
Freshman English professor. "She Sharika spent a lot of Lime with
"Everybody's life she touched said some wonderful things about Bin and would stay with him a
she made impressions on," her how apprehensive she had been few nights at a time with their
mother said.
academicaJ Iy and because she had baby.
" I really respected her a lot. been the only black student in the
Riley said, "I know Rodrick.
She was a really strong person. class. She enjoyed discussions He's very quiet and keeps to
She wanted to make a difference and was just thrilled that she could himself. Theirrelationshipsecmcd
in her life and her daughter's and say what she wanted and people to be going fine."
showed that in all that she did," would listen."
But according to Pitts, she
Jekel said.
remembered
times when her
She worked as one of five stuPitts was a member of Black dent assistants in the Office of daughter and Birt had "vicious
United Students Association, Multicultural Affairs, where she fights." Pitts said that Sharika
played brieny on the volleyball typed, filed and did office work.
told her that Birt was getting
team, and worked as a student
"She was a beautiful student," counseling.
assistant in the Office of said Diane Kopeland, Secretary
Bin allegedly attempted suicide
Multicultural Affairs.
ofMulticultural Affairs. "She was after she stopped dating him, acMartrice Lumpkin, President polite, bright and considerate. She cording to Pitts.
of BUSA, said, "She was really never came to work late and would
"They were engaged, but they
involved in BUSA. She was a work during lunch hours without weren' t planning on getting marreally energetic person, always getting paid."
ried anytime soon," said Riley. "I
laughing or talking to someone.
Oleksiak said, "Sharika was an assumed she loved him, but she
She was always willing to con- important part of the department. just wasn't sure about marriage.
tribute her ideas."
If you'd met her you'd be im- They'd been together for a long
She played volleyball o n a team pressed with a lady who had her time, on and off. It [Sbarika's
organized by BUSA on Sunday act together and knew what she death] was a big surprise to evnights.
eryone."
wanted in life."
"Sunday DiBbl. .it was like
"But when~ foolc at the big
"'l'he day of herdeatb. sl'letold
something was missing. It was me how much she was enjoying pic ture and of all the things they
empty. I turned around to talk to John Carroll. We'regoingtomiss had been through together, it was
her and she wasn't there," said her," Oleksiak said.
an accident waiting to happen,"
freshman Janelle Riley, a friend of
"Whatever trials and tri bula- Riley said.
Pitts.
tions that she was going through
Pitts tried out for the volleyball are over now. She doesn't have to
Editor's note:
Meghan
team at JCU. She made the team worry about it anymore. God has Gourley , Editor-in-Chief, and
and then decided she no longer taken her back and she is in a Derek Diaz, News Editor, conmuch better place now. He has an tributed to this article.

PREGNANT? NEED HELP?

BeALL BIRTHRIGHT
LAKEWOOD
228·5998

CLEVELAND
486-2800

DUCT

PARMA
661-6400

HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900

the vents and the problem went
away."
An industrial hygienist from
the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration said that
idling vehicles often cause problems in building ventilation -.ystems.
"TillS 1s a classic indoor air
quality problem," the hygienist
said. "Possible cures to problems
like thi!) are to move the vents or to
change the operating procedures
of vehicles operating around the
vent."
OSHA. according to the hygienist, cannot directly help students because the organization's
purpose is to protect the rights of
employees.

continued from page 1

Now Hiring

Pawlowski said. ·•t never knew
what it was though "
According to WUJC Operations Manager Charlie Hickey. he
has also smelled gasoline fumes
in the station.
" I not1ced the fumes were
coming from the air conditiomng
ducts," Hickey said. "I just closed

Full or Part Time
Flexible Schedules

-

Apply in Person
Stop in 9-6, M-Sat
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Spotlight:

Senior
Student
on
Campus

Annlt CoU('IlY

Name: Mike Wallman
Year: senior
Hometown: North Canton,

y a
Someone you'dlike to meet:
"Joey Ramone. He doesn't
stay up until 4 a.m. playing
Sega or Nintendo."
Summerjob: ..ldroveabeer
truck."
Something you could teach
in class: "The ten step pro-

gram."
Most embarrassing moment: "My boss sent me to
make a beer delivery at the
lnterbelt Nightclub."
Favorite sport: Bocci Ball
Favorite food: a jam sandwich
Favorite T.V. show: Liz
Hermann's Kidsland Special
Favorite be,•erage: Chocolate Yoo-Hoo
Favorite book: Private
Parts, by Howard Stern
Favorite infomercial: "Stop
the Madness'" with Annie
Lennox's evil twin sister
Favoritemoviequote: "Was
it over when the Germans
bombed Pearl Harbor? Hell
no. who's with me!" from
National Lampoon's Animal

House
Unusual talent: "I can
change channels with the remote without looking at it."

Reason for transferring
from Ohio State: ..1get better reception."

First impression of Gnu
Hall: "It is cleaner than
Dolan, and it sure is new."
Advice for freshmen: "If
you want a vacation, eat the
turkey."
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JCU Student on Sea Voyage
Vorel's education continues aboard floating university
rcadtng and
studying."
When m
port the students have
3-6 days to
tour and ex
plorc. They
may choose
to v1s1t universi ti es,
places of
histone or
religious
significance. or
simply ~ec
what life is
like 1n the
cities and

Nathalie Lacouture
Profiles Editor

Students from universities
around the world arc traveling and
sailing to different countries
through the Semester at Sea program. The S.S. Uni\•erse is a
floating university on which students embark every fall and spring
semester.
Semester at Sea, administered
by the Institute for Shipboard Education and academically sponsored
by the University of Pittsburgh, is
a program designed to educate
students in a variety of different
courses as well as offering a unique
opportunity to experience the diversity of other cultures.
The S.S. Universe began the
semester by sailing from Vancouver. Bntish Columbia, on September 14th with 382 students. Among
those students was Jennifer Vorel,
a junior at John Carroll.
Vorcl's classes meet daily on
the ship and are taught by professors from var ious universities
around the world. The material
she is studying is college level.
In a letter sent to a friend on the

ruralar~asof

the country.
Students
may travel
indepen cou~) oiScmtSICuts..a
dently Or
Jennifer Vorel
with a group
that has a
JCU campus, Vorel wrote, structureditinerarydcvelopcdby
"Classes are really demanding, so the staff.
According to Paul Watson,
most spare time at sea is spent

Dtrcctor of Admisstons for the program, "Students wtll also panict
patctn specific field practica tn each
country they visit The faculty as
signc; this practicum in correlation
wJth students' clac;scs How they
choose to accomplish thetr assignments tS given a lot of flexibility."
The sh1p itself 1s conc;tructed
much like any universlly would be
and includes classroom~. a ltbrary.
a theater, a student union, a cafeteria, a weight room, and a swimming
pool.
Vorcl 's voyage has already taken
her to Tatwan. Japan. China. Malaysta, and lndta.
Before the voyage ends on December 23rd in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
she will also have gone to India:
egypt. TurJ...ey. Ukraine. Greece. and
Morocco.
Thl' sh1p is currently at sea and
on its way to the Suet Canal where
students will have the opportunlly
to sec L:gypt.
Although Vorcl is not very
home•ack, she is anxtously awatting her return home, as arc her fam
ily and fnends. She will be coming
back to JCU next semester.

Senior class president's leadership
continues traditions at John Carroll~
Stoff Reporter

Parents often teach leadership
s kills to their children. Erin
Mahoney, senior class president
attempts to utilize those skills everyday.
One of seven c hildren ,
Mahoney said leadership is an important part of her family and
school life.
"I guess the
older c hild
sy n drome
extends to
otberarcasof
my life," she
said.
She decided to run
for class office
last
spring. Now
as senior
class presid e n t ,
M ahoney
tries to increase student participation and
Erin Mahoney
continue the
cooperation between the senior
class and the Student Union.
"Students want to get involved but
do not know how," she said. "They
are apathetic because they do not
think they can make a difference."
To solve this problem of apathy, Mahoney tries to be open to all
suggestions and present activities
in a creative manner that will attract students.
"Students will participate if the
activity is fun," she said. They will

v61Unteler f'dr serrice actt\itties If
it is meaningful. It is all in the
presentation."
There are a variety of events
the senior class is responible for.
Mahoney and the senior class officers are organizing a class trip
for the spring and forming a committee for senior week.
The
committee will arrange activities
for the seniors
whocannotgo
on the trip.
The officers are also
working with
the administration to continue the traditio nal senior
class dinner.
Unlike previous years, the
funding for the
dinner was not
included in the
alumni budget. "We arc
looking for alAMieCallopy
t e r n at i v e
sources of
money," she
said. "We will definitely have a
dinner and if necessary we will
ask the help of every senior."
JCU is a half an hour away
fromherhomeinNorthOimstead,
Ohio. "I live far enough away to
gain my independence but close
enough to eat my mother's favorite meal , tuna casserole," she
said. "It also cuts down on the
phone bill."
She was inspired by her
Grandmother, AnnieMonihan, to

complere her ungraduate degree

and go to law school. "I always
thought my Grandmother should
have become a lawyer like her
two brothers," she said. "I am
driven to prove to her that I will
be successful."
Besides being class officer,
Mahoney is a member of the

lrishClub, lheHonorStudenrAssc.,
and a Safe Rides volunteer. She
said it is difficult to balance several
roles, but the disappointments make
her work harder.
After graduation she plans to attend law school. "I am not joining
any clubs or running for any organization so I can relax."

The TAG Heuer
Sports Elegance Series.
Scratch·resistant sapphire

c:tystal

Water·res~stant

to 200 meters (660 feetl

TAG Heuer
SWISS MADE SINCE 1860

MANN
BEACHWOOD PLACE
26300 Cedar Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44122

216-831-1119

Call Toll Free 800-272-6266
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RoboCop or Roboslop?
Kassandra Spates
Sfot.-Repoifer

It'sabird.lt'saplane. No,it's
Robocop 3.' As much as it pains

me to say this--RoboCopdoes fly.
unfonunately RoboCop 3 the
movie does not. It gets up to speed
in the beginning, but the wheels
never leave the ground. The action is routine. plenty ofgun fights,
explosions. and auto smash-ups.
The only change in this movie
is the actor who played RoboCop
in the previous movies. The actor
Roben John Burke replaces Peter
Weller as Detroit police's galvanized hero. It really makes no difference who plays him.
The movie and the cyborg
RoboCop should have been destroyed in a scrap metal yard after
thejirst movie.
This movie is set in futuristic
Detroit, an area which a Japanese
corporation desires to develop.
The Detroit police have lost the
city's crime war. Security Con-

Robert John B ur ke as RoboCop

ccpts, the private corporation, assumes contol of municipal law
enforcement supposed! y assist the
city in regaining order.
Unfortunately, they have
alterior motives: Security Concepts and the Japanese corporation are working together to "relocate" neighborhood residents
who are not leaving peacefully.
Security Concepts deploys its
own cyborg to combat RoboCop
and the rebels. RoboCop's human quality of compassion and
his duty to ·•portect the innocent"
force him to join the resistance
movement.
The storyline is decent, but
from here the movie goes to
pieces. While on patrol with his
favorite female cop, Anne Lewis
(Nancy Allen), RoboCop sees a
little girl, Nikko (Rcmy Ryan)
that stimulates his memory.
Nikko's parents were separated
from her while the "rehabilitation
officers" were trying to relocate

Hopkins and T h ompson
produce another winner
tempts to draw out Stevens' feel- would have been boring.
ings for her, even threatening to
The love/sexual tension between
marry another man. But the the two characters is put across
unemotional Mr. Stevens remains subtly but effectively by Hopkins
aloof, unable to express his feel- and Thompson- the audience can
ings.
tell there is achemistrythere without
Not only is Mr. Stevens stunted it being made obvious.
emotionally, he has no knowledge
One of the most powerful
or interest in world events, and is scenes unfolds when Miss Kenton
totally oblivious that his boss, Lord _discovers Stevens reading a book
Darlington,ishelpingtoshapethose in his quaners. Surprised that
events. Steven's only concern is to Stevens has an intellectual side,
run a good mansion and to please Kenton asks him what book he is
Lord Darlington.
reading, teasing that it is probably
Although the film drags along sexually obscene. Stevens back
in the beginning, it comes alive away, but Kenton persists, until
once the relationship between Mr. she has him backed into a corner,
Stevens and Mss Kenton is estab- clutching the book to his chest
defensively, nervously.
lished.
Both Hopkins and Thompson
Stevens' reluctance to show her
tum in outstanding performances, the book symbolized his fear of
especially Hopkins, whose char- being found vulnerable by
acter is so stiff and unemotional Kenton-he feels threatened by
that at the hands of a lesser actor her invasion into his private life.

Bob Sandrick
Stoff Reporter

Remains of the Day, the new
film by director James Ivory, is
about a man who is so dedicated to
his meniaJ profession lhat he neglects his emotionaJ and intellectual life.
Although the movie takes
place in a 1930's Engllsh mansion, it is relevant to today's
workaholic American society.
Anthony Hopkins play Mr.
Stevens, the head butler employed
by the wealthy Lord Darlington
(James Fox). Stevens interviews
and hires Miss Kenton (Emma
Thompson) to be the head housekeeper at Darlington's mansion
. At first it appears that Stevens
and Miss Kenton do not like each
other, but underneath their apparent hostility is mutual affection.
Miss Kenton makes various at-

CALLUS
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The film is a little awkard in its
attempt to tie togetherMr. Stevens'
lack of love life and his ignorance
of politics.
Also, it becomes trite when
Stevens repeatedly insists that he
is a humble butler whose only
business is to serve his lord.
For the most part, however,
the screenplay is first-rate, and the
characters are well-developed. The
cinematography is striking; some
of the scenes resemble neoclassical
paintings. Director James Ivory
somehow makes ordinary, everyday scenes spectacular and suspenseful.
Remains of the Day is a quiet,
subtle film. Without using the
least bit of overt sex or violence, it
warns that blind concentration on
our livelihoods can lead to the ruin
of our inner selves, as will as the
world around us.

them.
RoboCop's human quality of
compassion, his directive to "protect the innocent", and his
neccessity to avenge Lewis' death
force him to join the resistance
movement. Lewis does not exist
in this sequel long enough for the
audience to care that she has been
killed.
This movie has too many connicts to fully and logically develop any one. When Robocop
gets badly hurt, Nikko goes to get
Dr. Lazarus. RoboCop's friend and
creator. Dr. Lazarus and Nikko
return not only with a police van
but also with tons of equipment.
How would this doctor would be
given clearance to take a police
vehicle when she is neither a
member of the police force nor an
employee of Security Concepts?
Better yet. how did a 9-year-old
girl and woman load tons of
equipment into this van without
being noticed?
The storylines are not the only
things that have gotten weaker
since the first RoboCop. In this
sequel , RoboCop is a wimp. He
gets burned, shot, bombed, sliced,
and kicked. In the previous movies, RoboCop could get shot and
burned and still remain standing.
However, in the third sequel, be
gets kicked once by one of the
Japanese cyborgs, and be falls.
He gets kicked agaio, and be falls.
When he gets bombed, his system
virtuaJly dies. He gets burned;
his system completely fails.
RoboCop spends more time in
this movie on his back than he
doesonhisfeetorintheair. Maybe
he is too human in this movie to be
a superhero.
RoboCop 3 continues the comedic tradition of I and II. This
sequel is a downright joke with
the punch line being RoboCop flying.
My suggetion is wait for cable.
It is not even worth renting at the
video store. If you do, then you
will be the one flying: Flying right
back to the store demanding that
they pay you for your lost time
and money.

The
Carroll
News
We
Protnise

It
Won't
Bite!
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A Home divided against itself.••
develop her current role. Wllh
f-rances, Bates creates a strong hut
sometimes unsympathetic charac
ter She delivered some of the
same in-your face. explosive hosuht) that filled the screen just years
ago. The object ofrranct•s' hostility IS Shayne (Ed\\ ard Furlong).
the eldest son. \V ho has the
uneviable pos1tion of "man of the
fam1ly" The constant stmlll between Frances and Shayne carries
the mov1e throughout.
A cast of adorable. yet prel'Ocious. httle actors light up the
screen with channmg antlcdotes

Catherine Carnago
Stoff Reporter

Even Kathy Bates in all her
everywoman, un-Hollywood, au
naturale glor) could not seem to
pull together the lacking storyline
in the new movie. A Home of Our
01nz.
The family release, starring
Kathy Bates and the young actor/
teen heartthrob Edward Furlong (of
12 fame), is a mixture of under
developed characters and stories
that never generate any feeling of
closure by the time the movie ends.
Not that it docs not do its share
of jerking the tears. If you cry
watching Rescue 911, Home of
Our 01111 will have you waihng.
The story is filled with emotional
ups and downs (mostly downs)
ending with one big anti-climactic
up-complete with cheesy shots
of group hammering and sawing.
Set in 1962. the story begins
with Frances Lacey, (Bates) the
down ·On-her-luck single mother
of six, uprooting her family in
search of a real home. The fami ly,
or the "Lacey tribe", starts off
their quest with no particular destination in mind . The trip is made
complete with the stomach turning antics of the story's gross, but
most endearing character, Murra
(Miles Feulner).

and cool duds from the 1960's.
One personal favorite, was the
role of Lynn played by Clarrisa
Lassig ac; one of the only developed character:-. in the enure film
Characters vvalk in and out of the
stor) with the audience often
\vanting to kno\\ more about
them.
In a time when mu-. ies can run
a q;6.50dcnt in the budget. wait for
the video on this one. Wait for a
cold, wet day when Grandma and
Grandpa come over to share a nice
but some\v hat umknlevclopcd
family mo' ie.

Francis Lacey (Kathy Bates) poses with her
eldest son, Shayne (Edward Furlong) .
The story begins whe n the
family ' s vintage Plymouth decides to die in front of a shack in
Hankston, Idaho, owned by a
Japanese Nurser named Mr.

Moon. The shack becomes a
home.
Kathy Bates probably drew her
character from her Oscar winning
portrayal of Annie in Misery to

Michael Keaton

makes a wish

Chris Green
Sto ff Reporter

In My Ufe, Bob Jones (Michael
Keaton) wanted only one thing
before he died--to see his child be
born. Bob is afflicted with terminal
cancer, allowing him only three
months in which to live. He is
determined to fight it. He and his
wife Gail (Nicole IGdman) agree to
fight the disease.
Upon the request of his wife,
Bob goes to a Chinese medicine
man for healing. Each lime the
medicine man puts his hands over
Bob's cancerous spots, Bob begins
to see the star he wished upon as a
boy.
The nashbacks of his distraught
childhood frightened Bob. As a little
boy, he wished upon a star that he
would have a circus in his back
yard. He invites his classmates
over after school to witness the
miracle. Ofcourse, the wish did not
come true.
When Bob wishes upon a star as
a thirty year old man, his wish is
more serious, "Lord, let me live
long enough to see my child be
born."
The medicine man helps Bob
understand himself. Bob must reconcile himself with his family in
Detroit. Bob had an inharmonious
relationship with his parents: he
hated his father who always worked;
he bickered with his brother. He
always longed to escape Detroit
when he was young. Upon his first
opportunity, Bob moved to Los

Angeles. Finally, his adamence at
vacating Detroit caused enormous
animosity within his family.
Gail is very supportive of Bob.
Besides suggesting that he visit the
mystical healer, she also insists
that Bob attend his brother's marriage. Even amidst her suffering
for her husband, Gail moans her
own fate of becoming a single
parent.
Each day, Bob videotapes himself so that his child may know
him. Bob even tells the camera
about how he met Gail so that the
child would know how his parents
met.
Michael Keaton plays this part
to perfection. Moviegoers will
remember Keaton as a recovering
alcoholic in Clea11and Sober. His
versitility puts him in a talented
core of actors including Robert De
Niro, AI Pacino. and Jac k
Nickolson.
Nicole Kidman continues to
impress moviegoers. She is
slowly coming from under the
shadow of her husband, Tom
Cruise. Kidman's other films includeDeadCalm, FarandAway,
Days of Thunder, and most
recently Malice.
Director Bruce Joel Rubin
(Ghosr) brings moviegoers another masterpiece. He creates th1s
world of constant drama in all his
films. Rubin is one of the most
creative directors in Hollywood .
My Life makes moviegoers
sympathiLe with the characters.
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THURSDAY, 18
Speech, Dr. Chris Faiver
talks about Destressing
the Holidays, 12-1 p.m. in
the SAC Conference
Room. sponsored by the
Wellness Program.
International Studies
Center Fall Faculty
Presentation, 7-8:30 p.m.
in the Mackin Room.
STUDS Show, 8 p.m. in
the SAC Conference
Room, sponsored by the
Junior class, cost is $1 or
2 canned goods.
Meeting, lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, 9:30
p.m. in Saint Francis Chapel.

FRIDAY, 19
Musical, Big River- The
Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn, 8 p.m. in Kulas
Auditorium, also, Nov. 20.
Chess, 7 p.m. in Gauzman
Lounge.

Antioch Experience XV.

SATURDAY, 20
Rascal House, cost is $6,
sponsored by Theta
Kappa.

SUNDAY,ll

--

..

Breakfast.
Feast of Christ the King.
~. .r'

MONDAY,22
Last day to file

application for
graduation In May 1994
(Graduate Students).
Meeting, Black United
Students Association, 4:45
p.m. in the Jardine Room.

Meeting, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, 7 p.m.
in gym room 10.

TUESDAY,23
Last day for cou-se
withdrawl
Friday clas8es meet

1la'lksgMng Holiday
begins after last scheduled

cas.
Sludant SeMce Center
doses at 5 p.m.
Resldel~ee Halls close at 7

p.m.

SUNDAY,28
First Sunday of Advent
Residence Halls open at

noon.
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Motorcycles 101 :
Rob Fargo
Stoff Reporter

It's hard to cxpla10 to a nonrider what riding a motorcycle ic;
hke. "I don't know what it is," said
Pete [pseudonym). a senior
communication!> major at John
Carroll who has been riding for
about a year. "The feeling you have
you're
riding
is
when
rcally...thri lling."
The thrill of motorcycling means
different things for different riders.
For some, it means facing
frightening stati stics to do
something one love.~. Statistics like,
motorcyclists arc 20 times more
likely to die in crashes than
automobile passengers.
"Fear keeps you bc1 ng a good
rider." said Duke Hage.~trom, a
junior finance major at Carroll
who has never heen in an
accident. "As soon as you lose
yourfear,you'rcscrcwcd," hesaid.
The "bad hoy" image that goes
along with motorcycles, the fact
that not everyone understands or
condones motorcycling, is also part
of its appeal, for some people.
"Moms and motorcycles don't go
hand in band," said Duke. In fact,
Pete asked that his real name not be
used for exactJy that reason, so his
parents wouldn' t find out that he
rides a motorcycle.
Having to keep the hobby from
his parents didn't stop Pete from
putting 1,000 miles on his
motorcycle the first montb after
buying it. Hagcstrom understands
wanting to ride as much as possible.
"You can't ride every day," be said.
"You wish you could."
Motorcycling's appeal has
caused Charlie "Dog" Flak, a
motorcyclist from Maple Heights,
Ohio, tocontinuericling for20years.
The40-year-old machinist has spent
many nights at the "76" bar on
Broadway in Bedford, known to
some as a "biker bar." He said he
knows almost everyone who goes
to the bar. Although the bar isn't as
popular as it once was, Flak
remembers the days when "you'd
see 20 bikes lined up out there."
Loyalty between bikers is part
of what keeps Flak and others riding
and being a part of the motorcycling
culture. Hagestrom, who has been
riding for two years. said, 'There's
a cool bond between bike riders."
''Whenever you're riding a bike,
it's like a code. You beep or you
wave to the other riders," said Pete.
"We have something in common
that no one else on the street right
now has. Itdoesn 't matter what you
look like, the way you're dressed,
whatever; you're going to say 'hi'
to that person. It's totally cool."
Although this mutual respect
between riders exists, motorcyclists
still have a deeply ingrained
stereotype to overcome among the
general public. Flak's girlfriend
Judy Reynolds, an off-and-on
bartender at the "76" bar, blames
movies for making people think,
"all bikers are drunks, out
murdering, raping and pillaging."
She said motorcyclists are
ordinary people, with families, kids,
jobs and bills like anyone else. There

arc also many motorcyclist
organitations, Reynolds said, that
do charity work that goes unnoticed
hy many.
Not everyone ha'> a negative
view of motorcyclists. however.
Hagestrom said most people don· t
have a problem with him having a
bike. "It's different from what a Jot
of them have seen," he said. "A lot
of people wish they had a bike."
But the thrill of motorcycling is
not simply its culture. Part of it may
be the danger that goes along with
riding. According to the U.S.
Department
of
Tran sportation ,

The myth, the men
and their machines

"leJther Flak nor Pete were
wearing a helmet when each had
his acctdent. hut neither acc1dcnt
resulted in a head injury. "My
glasses didn't even come off."
said Pete
According to the U.S
Department of Transportation.
"helmets arc the most effective
piece of safe ty equipment
available to the motorcyclist."
Helmets reduce tbechanceoffatal
and non-fatal head injuries, and
increase a motorcyclist's chance
of surviving a
crash.
There
a

more
than
100,000 people are inJured on
motorcycles annually and more than
3,000 are killed.
Both Carroll riders emphasized
the role respect plays in reducing
the risks of motorcycling. AI though
many accidents occur because
automobile drivers aren't aware of
motorcycles,Petesaid, many others
happen becausemotorcyclistsdon't
respect their bikes. "Ifyou do respect
it, and 10'! 'tll'ldemand 'the power ·
that you have, for the most pan,
you'renotgoingtohaveaproblem,"
he said.
Recently, however, Pete was
involved in his first accident. He
was ricling with a passenger around
a bend he had driven alone many
times before. This time though, he
lost control of the bike, causing it to
skid at least 100 feet, throwing his
passenger to the grass and him to
the cement.
"My leg got caught under the
bike," said Pete. '1 didn'tlet go of
the handlebar soon enough, and my
whole arm got scraped. My ankle
and elbow got the worst. This one
(elbow) you could basically see the
bone, it went that deep.
"It scared the c-p out of me. I
was more worried about her (the
passenger) than I was about myself.
All I kept thinking was, ' I could
have killed her.' Now...l'm going
to get it fixed, and I'm going to sell
it." Although Pete said he will never
own a motorcycle again, he said he
probably will ride again, carefully.
Flak had a different reaction
to his one and only accident. The
day his six-month stay at a
hospital ended, Flak went to a
police auction and bought the
1973 Harley-Davidson FLH
police cruiser he still maintains
and rides today.
Flak's accident happened
while riding on the freeway. His
throttle came unstuck, which
thrust him at a high speed toward
the traffic ahead of him. He tried
to swerve between cars, but
couldn't. Both of Flak's wrists
and one of his shins were broken
in the accident.

o v c r
whe ther
helmet laws are
constitutional or not. Those
supporting the laws say they
reduce motorcyclist fatalities as
well as the severity of their
injuries. Opponents say the laws
restrict the motorcyclist's choice
to wear a helmet, the laws don't
work, or the helmets d6i1."'f-1tmil'll'"
Ohio 's motor vehicle Jaw
requires helmets to be worn by:
1) operators and passengers under
the age of 18, 2) anyone with Jess
than one year experience as a
licensed motorcycl ist and 3)
passengersofanoperatorrequired
to wear a helmet. Ohio Jaw
requires all motorcyclists to wear
eye protection, such as glasses,
goggles or a faceshield.
Other protective clothing
recommended for motorcyclists
includes a long sleeve shirt or

Jacket. long pant~. gloves and
heavy shoes or boots. After his
accident, Pete said, 'Til never
ride without jeans on, and
probably a heavy coat...l could
have prevented it (his injuries) by
just weartng jeans and a jacket "
He said his passenger's legs were
saved from 10jury because she
was wearing jeans.
Proper motorcycling attire has
its costs. Helmets cost anywhere
from $35 to $500. One can choose
from half-face, three-quarterface, or the most protective, fullface models. A pair of thin,
durable gloves can be found for
as little as $1 0. Most riders wi II
already have the long s leeved
shirts, pants and jac kets
recommended for safe riding.
Motorcycle insurance can
be costly for the beginning
rider. For a 2 I -year-old
single male from University
Heights with no riding
experience and a clean
driving record, an agent of
Progressive Insurance said
it costs $942 to fully insure
a mid-sized foreign -made
cycle (600cc Honda Shadow) for
six months. That nearly $1900
annual figure would be higher for
riders who live in Cleveland, have
a violation on their records or
own a Harley-Davidson. The
price is lower if the rider is female,
married, over 25 ~ears old, has
'more ridin~ expenence or has
anotherpolicywiththecompany.
When buying a motorcycle,
one needs to decide between new
and used bikes and between
engine sizes. A price range also
needs to be determined. New
motorcycles can cost anywhere
from $2599 for a small-sized,
250cc Honda Shadow to over
$16,000 for a new, fully
equipped cruiser like Flak's
Harley -Davidson, with a
stereo or CO player and an
I I OOcc or larger engine.

Performances highlight Feaste
Tina Maggio
Sfoff Reporte-r----The Medieval Club recentJy held
its Second Annual Medieval FeasL
The event was an all-out replica of a
traditional medieval feast with
numerousactivitiesand perfonnanccs
throughout the evening.
The activity started off with an
inquisition heldbythebishopin which
someone was accused and convicted
of being a heritic. Following, were
such traditional perfonnances as a
sword fight and a juggling act by the
John Carroll juggling troupe.
The feast included the
performance ofa medieval knighting
of Charles Scillia, professor of art
history. Also, a presentation was
given to the art history department as
a way of showing the club's
appreciation for all the support they
have received.
Ftnally, a four course meal was
served with cornish game hen for the
main course and sticky bread for
dessert.

This year, 75 people attended the
Medieval Feast. According to senior
Tim Miller, the club's president, the
feast was a great success. "People
told me it was the best they have eaten
all semester," said Miller.
The Medieval Club is a branch of
the International Medieval Society
forCreativeAnachronism. It is based
on education through historical
medievalre-enact:ments.Itwasstarted
twoyearsagobyMillerandcurrently
has 11 members.
They focus on practically all
aspectsofmedievallifesuchassword
fighting, weaving, dancing, craft. and
the general culture.
"With John Carroll being a
liberal arts school, I thought there
might be an interest for a club like
the Medieval Club," explained
Miller.
The Medieval Club has no more
events planned for this semester,
but they are planning fora medieval
speaker and a medieval
demonstration in the spring.
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Information highway provides endless opportunities
AndyDennee
~off~~

--------

TheJohnCarroiiUniversityYAX
System offers access to an
"Information Highway" and few
students know about it Through the
JCU VAX it is possible to get on-line
with the Internet system which links
hundreds, if not thousands, of
databases at computer sites all over
the world (at no cost to you, the user).
With the Internet. the user can
send mail to and receive mail from
anycomputersiteon the globeaJmost
instantly. The user can aJso search
nationaJ and internationaJ libraries
and databases, access various
Congressional, EPA, NASA, and
other government information
services and even get the full texts of
speeches made by fonner President
Bush and President Clinton.
For the computer illiterate the
Internet may be intimidating at first,
but with some time and patience its
applications could be a huge benefit
to every srudent. Follow these steps
to access Internet through the JCU
VAX:
l. Get a JCU VAX account
availableweekdays ll am.- l2p.m.
and 4 p.m.-5 p.m. at Computer
Services, SC 159.
2. Go to any VAX location on
campus - School of Business,
GrasselliLibrary or Bohannon
Science Center.
3. On the first menu choose JCU
VAX and access Internet through
Grasselli Library.
4. Log on with your user namefirst initial and last name (e.g.
JSMlTH) and enter your password
(password must be six letters or more
and the computer will make you
change it every 30 days).
5. Once you have completed these
stepS the $ prompt will appear on the
screen and, depending on the
application you want, you will enter a
variety of commands.
The above are basic steps to enter
Internet. but the system is much more

complicated. "The best way to learn
theInternet," saidJohnPiety,associate
director for Learning Resources at
GrasseIIi Library. "is byexploring the
Internet."
To explore the Internet, enter
TELNET_LIBRARlES at the $
prompt. With this command you will
reach a menu of various networks
within the Internet, including the
Library of Congress. libraries
throughouttheUnitedStates,Gopher,
and Wide Area Wormation Servers
(WAIS).

Follow a route that might interest
youandseewhateachdatabaseyields.
Remember to aJways write down the
listed commands that appear before
the entrance of a database because
once you gain access the commands
disappear.
Another network you may fmd
valuable is the Electronic Library
provided by ClevelandPublic Library.
By
entering
TELNET
LIBRARY.CPL.ORGatthe$prompt
you may enter the Electronic Library
as a guest user or with your library
card number as a registered user which
allows wider access to searches and
information. The Electronic Library
allows you to search a variety of
databasesincludingkeywordsearches
ofabstracts to 25 nationaJ newspapers
and hundreds of national and
international periodicals.
The Internet not only links
networks and databases but it allows
communication between people at
computer sites and provides transfer
of computer files and software over
teleph9~ 1~.

The three setVices of Internet are
calledTelnet,E-Mail,andFIP. Telnet
provides direct, on-line use of
databases world-wide. E-Mail is a
virtually immediate way to send
letters to any other Internet site for
free, but requires prior knowledge of
a person's E-Mail address. And FfP,
or File Transfer Protocol, is a means
of sending ftles or software over
telephone lines from a computer site

question of the week:

to your computer.
Useofany Intemctservicerequires
specific commands that govern each
service. Telnet and E-mail are easy to
use but they require knowledge of
server sites and pcrsonaJ addresses.
Server sites arc computers at
universities, companies, military
offices, government offices, and
organizations. EochsitehasanOOdress
and protocol that must be followed or
connection will be denied. An
example is Cleveland PublicLibrary:
TELNET LIBRARY.CPL.ORG
The library is an organization so
its site address ends with ORG, a

Services.
One book available for copying
through the office of Computer
Services IS Zen a11d the An of the
lntemet (it will cost you about $6.00
atKinko's). Thisbookisalsoavailable
through the Internet itself.
lhelntemctcan beconfustngand
frustrating, but 11 can help the~
for data and bibliographic materiaJ.
The "Information Highway" on the
Internet can be invaluable to students
and is al~ a glimpse into the furure of
things to come.

Melissa Tilk
Features Editor

You always wrote
in their yearbook, "To
a really nice guy," but
these guys took it to
heart.
For five years now,
Mr. Nice Guys Rob
Fargo (guitar), Josh
Mauk (drums) and
Omar Adrias (vocals/
bass) have been
making rock-n-roll,
and there is no end in
sight.
"Our tastes are a
weird ble nd, but we
all s hare common
musical ideas," said
Mauk.

Juu Landets

Mr. Nice Guy at Great Lakes Mall.

All graduates of Map\e Heights
l;l..ighScbool. Fargo is a seciorat.John
CarroDUnivmity, MaukattendsTriCWcst, andAdrias is a sophomore at

the University of Akron.
"We practice three times a
week," said Fargo. "The band is a
huge priority in my life. I enjoy
my studies, but music is something
completely different."
Mauk a nd Fargo beca me
friends through the high school
drama club and began playing

'What couldn't you do this
weekend because of your parents?'

Sheila Sullivan

Vlkki Scully

Sophomore

Sophomore

Senior

"My parents cut me off

"Sleep in."

'Watch Saved by the Bell."

together. Adrias gave Mauk a
notebook full of original lye
and was soon in vi led ro play ar rhe
jam sessions. With Fargo and
Adrias writing the lyrics, things
took off from there.
The band nonnally plays the
local club circuit, but "coming
back to Carroll feels good because
you get sick of clubs and the
politics," said Adrias.
The close friendships between
members developed and grew with
the band. Commenting on why
the band has lasted five years,
Adrias pomted to, "the songs and
the maturity of the band."
Mr. Nice Guy will be appearing
in the Wolf and Pot Friday, Nov.
19. Usually. Mr. Nice Guy opens
for other bands. however. this is
their show.

The hand will be p\aying al\
origwal ma&enal.
:y beilwe w
classify their music under any genre
exceptrockandroll. "Rockandroll
is not a sound, but an au.irude," said
Fargo.
Fargo went on to say. "lots of
sides to this band are reflected in
the music."
Mr. Nice Guy's current release,
Say What You Want, will be
available at the performance. "The
title has different meanings, like
the band's name," said Mauk, "We
enjoy what we're doing. If you like
it. all the better."
The show starts at 8:30 p.m.
with Stranger Than Fiction. "At
heart they're [Strangcrthan Fiction]
a punk band," said Mauk. l\lr. Nice
Guy will be on at 9:45p.m. and will
play two ~ts .

Peter f})anjortf Inc.
:fairnwnt Circ{e
:Fine JewCery ana yifts starting at urufer $50.
Sfww your Jolin Carro[{ I'D ana save an e:t_tra 10%

Bob AttenweUer
Freshman

Sean Conners
Junior

Brandon Miller
Freshman

"Hunt small woodland

"Die."

"Drink."

animals with my bare
hands ."

FIP, the library bas books on Internet

or one may ask at JCU Computer

Know more Mr. Nice Guy

Michelle Collodi

after 4 drinks."

college or umvers1ty ends EDU. a
commercial site is COM, military is
MIL. and government ends in GOV.
E-Mail requires knowledge of a
person'sadd.re:>s to send mail, but the
bas1c structure of every address is
universal. Theusualaddressincludcs:
ll!;ername(first initial and last name),
"at" symbol (@). location, and
affiliation. For example:
JSMITH@JCVAXAJCU.EDU
Finally, FfP provides the Internet
user the ability to receive files across
telephone lines. But FfP is much
more complicated than TELNET or
E-MaiJ. For more informat1on on

•SterCing 141(6race[et- $72 °0
•18 incli nee{(face - $153 oo
•WitliJC11 FD

•
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World News at a Glance
Thousands mourn Yeltsin foes killed in unrest
from Earth to meet their God.
Mourners held candle~ or
flowers, crossed themselves,
muttered laments or cursed the
government of President Bons
N. Yeltsin as the names of the
fallen were read aloud. More
than 140 people d1ed in the
October unrest.
"May God pardon and open
the gates of heaven to all those
killed in fratricidal war," a
priest intoned.
Construction
workers
perched in the scaffolding of the

Sonni Efron
1993 ..os Angeles Times

MOSCOW Several thousand
mourners gathered Saturday 1n
the shadow of the shattered Parliament building for a Ru~sian
Orthodo\ ceremony to pray for
the o;ouls of those killed in last
month's hard-line rebellion.
On a gray street swept by bitter winds. a chorus of whiteCrocked priests sang the ethereal
dirge traditionally offered 40days
after death. when Orthodox
Christians believe dead souls rise

nearby parliament building, the
White House, stopped repa1ring
the pockmarked building and
stood watching the proceedings
below.
Laboring round the clock, the
workers have already removed the
soot that had encased the top of
the white marble fortress and
prompted Muscovites to dub it
"the Black House." Holes left by
tank shells are neatly covered with
plywood.
The White House workers are
being paid $250 a month - up to

three times the normal wage and
have been ordered to get the
building ready for the new Parliament, or Duma, that is to be
elected Dec. 12, the Interfax news
agency reported.
One of the mourners said he
had no doubt that Yeltsin
would not hesitate to usc force
against his opponents again.
"This is neither the first nor
the last blood in the civil war
that is going on in this country." said A l exander N.
Skvortsov, a 59-year-old

U.S. suspends arrest order
for Mohammed Farrah Aidid

Violence in Mideast causes problems
that may compromise peace pact
JERUSAJ.bM - While walking to morning prayers at the
Cave of' the Patriarc:h, the.- siw of
Abraham 's grave, Avraham
Zarbiv, a Jewish settler in the
West B~mk town of Hebron, was
ambushed by two Palestinians
wielding axes. After a hatchet
smashed inw Zarbiv's head, he
pulled out his un and killed one

pullout from the Gat.a Strip and
Jericho.
Tuesday, a Palestinian youth, a
member of the militant Hamas
movement, wac; shot dead after
stabbing a soldier and civilian at
the Ercz industrial park in the Gaza
Strip. In the West Bank town ofEl
Birch, soldiers <;tanned a high
school and opened fire after students threw stones at them. One
17-year-old Palestinianwaskilledand

minister and a member of parliament who is close to Rabin,
suggested Tuesday that the
government concern over the
hattles between Jewi sh and
Arab ex trernists is increasing. "We
know this pcriOLI is a complicated
one.'' he $llid of the current transition to P.alc_..rinian self-rule. '1'he
PLO is not yet there, and we are still
there. It's a twilight time. People
know they l11lll>l do whatever they

UNITED NATIONS - TheSecurity Council voted Tuesday ni!!ht
to set up a commission to investigate attacks on U.N. peace keepers
in Somalia, and suspend an arrest
order for militia leader Mohamed
Farrah Aidid.
Acting at theurgingofthe United
States, the council overrode objections of Secretary General Boutros

Wuhin hour:. of the Monday
morning attack, Jewish :.ettlcr..
retaliated. Titey stoned Arab
cars, :.mashed windows and
rampaged through the Arab
market. Eight Palestinians wen~
hurt, two hospitali1cd, :t..arbiv
survived. The army imposed a
curfew and began searching for
the Arab assailant. But a day
after the incident, no Jewish
settlers or Palestinians had been
arrested.
The Arab assaull and Jewish
reprisal point to a particularly
fierce cycle of violence that is
afflicting the government of
Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
It is beg:nning to erode support
nmong Israelis for the peace accord \\ ith the Palestine Liberation Organization, even as the
government attempts to finish
negotiating the first-phase Israeli

s1gning ofpcaceaccord rose to 31:20
Palestinians and II l.sraelis.
Repeatedly, Palestinian e:<tremists have targeted Jewish ~ttlcn; for
assassination. Eachdeathha.o; triggered
angry, uncontrolled riots by Jewish
vigilantes in the West Bank and
Gaza. Thesettlershaveannounceda
"Jewish intifada," using the Arabic
word for the Palestinian uprising. although their actions so far seem only
episodic.
Both the Arab extremists and
Jewish militants vow to derail the
peace accord. Although they are
relatively small groups, their attacks and counterattacks have
dominated the news in Israel for
weeks. Meanwhile, the Israeli
army and police. hoping to avoid
divisive confrontations with the
Jewish settlers, have taken a handsoff approach.
Haim Rarnon.the Israeli health

Ehud Sprin1al\, a Hebrew
University professor and author
of a book on the rise oflsraers
radical right wing, said the
Jewish settlers are acting out
of fury at the violent assaults
and because "they want to kill
the peace process."
"Their way of killing it is
not by forming a violent underground or starting a civil war,"
he said, "but by simply showing to the Israeli people and the
government that it cannot work,
by creating an atmosphere in
which one can argue that you
cannot trust the PLO and
they cannot control their
own people .. . "
"The Arabs strike with an
act of terror, there is a wild
response, a demonstration in
Jerusalem, and then it falls quiet
again," Sprinzak said.

erode the credibility of the United
Nations, and despite misgivings of
several council nations, including
Pakistan, which lost 24 troops in a
June 5 attack that prompted the
United Nations to issue the warrant
for Aidid.
But the United States insisted
on the commission as a means to
extricate the United Nations from
the bind created by a June 6 resolution that demanded Aideed' s arrest
and set off a bloody and fruitless
hunt for him. In a compromise, the
United States agreed to allow
Boutros-Ghali to appoint the commission members, who are expected
to be African jurists.
Still, U.S. officials left little
doubt that Aideed will not be detained again by U.N. troops regardless of the commission's findings.
The commission will have no
prosecutorial powers, and a U.S.

David Hoffman
101993, The Washington Post

economist. "At least now we
clearly know the danger for
everybody who chooses to
th1nk and speak differently
from our Mr. President."
Despite the frigid weather.
the memorial serv ice drew
more than 3,000 people.
mostly implacable Yeltsin
enemies. Before and after the
service, they argued among
themselves about whether to
boycott the elections, as some
hard-line leaders have proposed.

...

Jean Grey
©1993, The Washington Post
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Student Discount with this Ad
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official said the United States hopes
anyone named as responsible for
the deaths of U.N. peace keepers
will be tried by "Somali justice."
The courts in Somalia collapsed
during two years of civil war.
The commission is not empowered to investigate the 13 casualties suffered by the U.S. Army
Rangers in fighting with Aideed' s
forces on Oct. 3, because the
Rangers were not officially part of
•.•. orce. e resolution echoes Washington's pressure on
Boutros-Ghali to release all Aideed
facuon members in U.N. detention
in Mogadishu.

What t hree things
should be at every
table on
Thanksgiving?

Candied yams,
Au nt Bertha
and

THE
CARROLL
NEWS.
"AL'S"

BICYCLE CO., INC.

STUDENT

OTHERS WILL FOLLOW ...

OINO PALMIERI
salon

. . - - - - -- - - - 1

---Family Hair Styling--13932 Cedar Road

932-5410

MUST SHOW STUDENT I.D. REGULAR PRICE
SERVICES ONLY. CALL FOR AN APPOINT
MENT WITifONE OF OUR SELECT STYLISTS.

CEDAR & GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

Soles and Service
Foreign and Domestic
Bicycles
Serving the Heights
since 1957

381-7773
248-8810
255-4888

371-4438
1787LeeRood
•

aevetond Hts. OH 44118
lee & Eucld Hts Blvd
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What's happening at John Carroll?

World View
frotn JCU

International Art:
Beyond Pretty Pictures
Roger A. Welchans, Ph.D.
Dept. of Art History and Humanities
Thursday, Novembl!r 18,1993 7:00 8.30 p.m.
Mackin Room. Grasselh Library

Women's changing role in the home
Kevin Bachman

_ __

Assistant World View Editor

The 3rd in a series of 4
Faculty International Lectures
took place last weekend on
November l 0. The Lectures
are sponsored by the International Studies Center.
The lecture was presented
by Dr. Susan L ong, a member
of the Sociology Department
and a lso the Coordinator of
the East A sian Studies Program.
The lecture was entitled "Nurturing Femininity and Social
Change: Delimas of Caregiviog
in Post-War Japan."
The lecture had 3 main themes.
The ftrst theme was the "difference
in physical comfort" between
Japanese women and American
women. Studies have shown that
Japanese women tend to comfort
their crying children in a more
physical way, such as holding or
cradling, where an A m erican
woman will comfort the children
vocally at first. The Japanese
women have a non-verbal first
reaction to the child.
The second theme is the
"avoidance of conflict" between

the female caregiver and the male
husband. The women,when burdened with the care ofelderly parents, along with their roles as a
homemaker, mother, and wife,
will generally keep quiet about
their frustrations and will not ask
their husbands to share in the
duties.
The third theme was the "totality of the caregiving" experience. The caring of children and
the newborn babies is a major job
and committment of Japanese
women . They are extremely
committed and it is expected that this
be the major function of the woman.
There areal so a few stereotypes
about Japanese women that
Americans hold. In the late 1960's
and 1970's, the stereotype was
that the Japanese man came home
from work at the end of the week
and turned over all of his paycheck to his wife. The "professional housewife" would then pay
all of the bills. In the 1980's, when
America began to compete with
Japan for foreign markets, the
LCrcotypc was lhatoflhe "education mama" who pushed her children out the door and drove them
to succeed and to become the eco-

nomic cutthroats many Americans
perceive the Japanese to be.
Before World Warll, the bmhrate of Japanese children was in
creasing, and the industrial expansion was great. It was considered, that as a wife and a mother,
it was the "patriotic duty" of the
woman, to work. Consequently,
older siblings and grandparents
were doing mostofthechild care.
The more rapidly the economic
output was growing, the more
women were expected to work
and ftnd someone else to take care
of the children.
Now in Japan, there is a labor
shortage, and there are many
conflicting opinions as to how
this problem will be solved. Corporate businesses can leave Japan, moving to new markets
where the labor is cheaper and
more plentiful.
The Japanese could import
workers from other countries, but
many of them would be lowskilled workers, and the influx of
immigrants would contribute to
the urban overcrowding pia uing
some o f Japan' s most populated
cities. Or, they can call the mothers away from the home to work

for the country." Doing this, would
pull the mothers away from their
children and their l!lderly parents.
If the woman was outside the
home, it is me\ Jtable that the man
would have to play a more mcreased role in the family and
caregiving process. The government could try to promote and
increase the birthrate to have more
workers for the next generation,
but then the women would be in
the home caring for all these
newborn babies.
If the birthrate docs not increase substantially, there will be
a substantial problem for the next
generation. In 2025, over 25% of
the country will be over 65 years
old. If the adults are no longer
able to care for their elderly parents, the nursing homes will have
to expand and hire more workers,
presumably female. If this happens, will the women working in
the nursing and adult homes be
able to take care of their own
parents and children, because they
arc working?
urprisingly enough, with all
of the increasingly difficult responsibilities of a Japanese
woman s uch as caregiving,

homemaking, nurturing, etc., the
marriage rate among Japanese is
among the highest of Industrial
countrii!S. The divorce rate, just
a.<., surprising, is among the world's
lowest.
In Pre-War Japan, men were
much more involved in the family
process because the industrial
economic system was not as large
as it is now. More men were
farn1ers, and therfore h ving in
rural areas. Now, us the urban
population continue.) to increase,
and there are less and less rural
workers. the role has fallen primarily on the women.
There are many grass-roots
level movements organized to
bring about so me kind of
c hange in the caregiving process
on Japan. There are citizens'
movements and women's movements all across the country. The
people are much more in touch
with the problem than they were a
generation ago, but the political
and social leaders of Japan must
take action to ensure that the
headway that hal> been taken
continues, otherwise it will become a disastorous situation in
the 21st century.

Nicaraguan health care inadequate due to U.S. policies
Kevin Bachman
Ass1stant World View Editor

The Nicaraguan Health Care
System in 1983 and 1984, was
praised by the World Health Organization. The country had made
the greatest progress of any country in the Third World. That system is now in shambles. Ironically, it is the United States of
America, the "world policeman"
that has contributed the most to its
failure. Through a decade long
war supported by the U.S. government, much of what the
Sandinistas built is now in ruin.
The U.S. influence and the push
for the pri vitization of health care,
without consideration of the social
programs in Nicaragua, along with
the fiscal policies of the U.S. led
International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank, is ruining the
health care system of Nicaragua.
According to UNICEF, about
40% of the population lives in
"critical to extreme" poverty, and
the Infant Mortality Rate has risen
from I I deaths per I000 children,
to 72. On the contrast, the Infant
Moratality Rate of Cleveland is
about22deaths per lOOOchildren.
Maternal Mortality has risen to
159 deaths per l 000 women and
shows no signs of slowing down.
According to the Committee for
Health Rights in Central

Am rica,(CHRICA) the U.S. has
been pressuring the Nicaraguan
government, particularl y the
medical sector. According to the
C.A.N. Newsletter(The Central
America Network) The "Occupational Conversion Plan" gave aid
contingent on a reduction of federal employees. 3000 workers, and
500 doctors, took an offer worth
1700$. In the economy of Nicaragua, and the low annual salaries,
these reductions were happily accepted. But, the reduction left an
already weak and unstable health
care system shorton medical staff.
The annual budget for health care in
Nicaragua has decreased 48% to 70
million annually, which comes out to

$16 per person in Nicara.,oua
Because of the poor medical
conditions, and the reductions in
federal funds, many people in need
of medicine have to buy it on the
free market, where the exorbitant
prices have drained their pockets.
Many Americans pay $5 to sec a
doctor under their health care plan,
but Nicaraguans pay $60 on average, to go to a c linic, which is
understaffed, underequipped, and
can not provide nearly the same
level of care as that of an American clinic or hospital.
In 1967, a system was established to bring care to the rural
areas that do not have access to the
facilities in the urban areas.

Provadenic(Promocion de Ia
Vacunacion de Nicaragua) is
weakening. The system now
serves only 22 villages in Nicaragua. The program is good for the
community. ln the villages that
are served by the Provadenic, the
water supply and the latrine systems are vastly tmproved when
compared to the systems elsewhere
in the country. The Infant Mortality Rate is down to I0-20 deaths
per 1000 children.

But, at the national level. things
do not look so bright forthe rest of
the country. Privatization is the
primary goal for the government,
and the responsibilities are primarily passed along to others. In
order for the health care system to
improve, and for everyone to be
able to receive adeqate treatment,
the resources, and there country,
must be balanced, and the people
must start to work together, to
help.... the people.

----------------------------
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Swimmers struggle Streaks
on opening weekend
Jamie Auricc hio
Stoff Reporter

Small fish. big pond'!
The John Carroll Univer~it)
~wimnung and diving team tr.t\clled to Grove City College last
SaiUrday to take on two PennsylvaniaAthletic Conference power~:
Carnegie Mellon and Grove City
inadoubledualmeel. TheStn•ah
haven't lost in the Ohio AChletic
Conference in five yea~. but they
weren't m the OAC on SaiUrday
and they lost Does th1s mean that
the OAC is far 1nfenor to neighboring conferences in swimming?
Docs it mean that Carroll swimming really isn't as good as their
OAC record reflects? Coach Matt
Lenhart doesn'tthink so.
"Both of those teams have
improved in the same places we
have, they just improved more"
Lenhart commented . "We're not
disappointed, we're m issing some
good swimmers right now, plus
there was no d iving, add those
points and we're right in the meet."
The me.n lost both sides of the

double dual meet b) about 'ixt)
points ( 130-77. 126-78), \.,hile the
women took half. beating Carnegie
Melon I 08-88 and lo.,ing to Grove
City 122-80.
Despite the loss, several Streaks
had a good meet
Ashley Maurer, junior captain
and MVP of the women's team,
had good swims in the 1000 and
the 500. taking first place in both
events.
Roslyn Valentino churned out
limes that were faster than the
limes in the conference meet last
year.
For the men, freshman Mall
Oliver had good swims as well,
especially for his first ever collegiate meet "I was nervous, but
overall I thi nk it was a good experience," he said.
Jim Petkunas and Eric Rapp,
captains for the men's team, had
good meets as well. Petkunas
took ftrst in the 100 fly , Rapp in
the 100 back.
What hurt the men's team was
sprinting as they were shut out in

the 50 and the I00. They lost
valuable points that changed the
tide of the meet.
"I ~a~n't disappointed," said
Rapp "We had a tough week of
practice ~o I think we did pretty
well."
Sophomore Laura Gerken said,
" It was tough but f know not to
expect much. As a team. I think
we carne together well, we know
it can only get better from here."
The team heads to Allegheny
College this weekend for an invitational meet w1th the same
swimmers missing and another
difficult week of practice behind
them.
"Allegheny is tough. Wooster
(another team attendi ng) has a
good girls team. We lost to them
last year, so it should be another
challe nge" Lenhart said.
Lenhart was honest with his
swimmers, but emphasized that
the times thus far are mostly better
than last year at this time.
Small fish , big pond? Maybe,
but the fish are still getting bigger.

of the week

Chad Rankin

Stacey Mullally

The football team's
sophomore running
back completed his
successful season last
Saturday by compiling 140 yards rushing
in the game against
Baldwin-Wallace. He
fini shed the season
with a total of 1,142
rushing yards which
was tops in the OAC.

Th e
volleyball
team's junior hitter
was named OAC
player of the year for
the second consecutive year. She was also
elected as a member
of the All Midwest
Region Team. She
shattered Carroll's
career record for kills
earlier this season.

Spikers eliminated from NCAA tournament
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor

John Carroll 's women's volleyball team com p leted the ir
record breaking season last f<ri
day when they were eliminated

IISIIYI

from the NCAA tournament by
Juniata College.
TheSpikers, who had the most
successful season in Carroll's
volleyball history, compiling a
record of 34-4 , were placed in

o ne of the most c hallengi ng
bracke ts in the tournament, in
which three of the teams (including CarroU) were rank.ed inthetop
ten in Division III.
Although they wereeliminated
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Grl' MONEII'BOM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam Every year Army
fees. They even pay a flat rate for text·
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
books and sup phes. You can also recetve
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on Friday, they advanced to that
game by defeating Gilford College earlier in the week.
Head coach Grete heft
Weitbrecht was pleased with the
teams intensity. "I was pleased
with the way we came out and
took the floor. It was a great
feeling to not only be in the NCAA
tournament but to win the first
round game. It was a big battle,
put they really put their ji11ers aside
and played well ."
On Friday, the team lost a hard
fought battle to the #3 nationally
seeded team Juniata in three
games,
15-8, 15 5 , 15- 13.
Despite the loss, Weitbrecht was
proud of her team's efforts. "I
was proud of the effort. The performance \\a~n't the best of the
year. but our kids tried to play
hard the \\hole way ."
Jumata, the team which ended
the Streaks' fabulous season. will
host the NCAA Di\iston 111 final
four this weekend.
The volleyball team had numerous
accomplishments
throughout the season including
captunng three to urna ment
championships. being crowned
Ohio Athletic Conference champions, being mnkcd # I in the Midwest
Region of Division ill,and receiving
numerous individual honors.

effect ftnd out today ff you quahfy

ARMY ROTC
TOOAY'S HAIR DESIGN
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For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call

397-4421
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Top awards went to junio r
Stacey Mullally who for the second consecuti ve season was
named OAC ,player of the year.
Mullally was also named to the all
Midwest Region team for the second year. Mullally's dominant
play all season has earned her the
status of an All-A merican candidate. She will find out if she made
the All-American team sometime
in the commg weeks.
Wellbrecht received the OAC
coach of the year honors for the
second season as well. and numerous team members were
named to the AII-OAC team.
The majority of the nucleus
that brought the team to much of
it's success this season will remain
intactforthe 1994campaign. The
onl) player the team loses to
graduation i.., Beth Priestap. But
with Mullally and the rest uf the
team returning. next years Blue
Streak volleyball program will
likely continue 111 the direction it
has been headed ... to the top.

Coach
Weitbrecht
and the
women's volleyb~..ll team
would like to
thank the t·ans
for their tremendous support throughout the season
..31;1d in the
NCAA tournament. It was
grea~ly apprecrated~
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"TENNIS ANYONE !"

FEEBLE MIND
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MARK RAKO<Y
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ACROSS
1 Indian prince
5 Oarsman
1o Flrsl mate
14 Newscaster Sevarald 1:-:---4-+-

15 Aextbla
16 Moses' mourain
17 ~ sd, rnDich
18~d/GIId

CouriuiCCMOn
tvtntr at US Opt11

20 lV nerwotk
21 Common dog's nama I:-:---4-+-

22Regwtions
23 Appreciative words
25 Sheep'a clothing ?
27 Olm wtlted
29 Ms. CDpriaJJi
33 Perused
34
ScOII Ccnnon
35 Classic car
36 Senator Hatch

"I know we were made
for each other."

37 Loses color

38 sawbucks
39 Sugar ending
40 01 or vinegar holder

4t Obslmlon
42 Tennis stroke
o44 7ie scores aftu[Otty
45 Expansive
46
47
50
51
54

t

2

3
4
5

yo ... "?f,i>~to. 0to-'I
6 Curved moldings

7 Weakling
8 Yale student

9
10
Mr. Vader
11
Red or yellow plgmeot 12
Adore with on
13
Olttrfor Emilio SIIIICMz 19
QJMon' lllndmllrlc
21

57 Gl'alddresses
58 Smal pie
59 lamllf8Y fisherman
60 Puts the pedal to the
metal
61 Valuable minerals
62 1991 US Opt11 O.amp
63 lJJg Joint
DOWN

Strange dogs of the world.

24
25
26

27
28
29
30
Pollsh Rtvertothe Baltic 31
Semhlc person
Edberg's '91 US Opt11 op- 32
potlt1ll
34
Suvice scOI't
37
Ms. Huxtable of1 camera 38
40

Umpire
Tree rings
Las Vegas tenn

Can do

41 Simple
43 Ollis d: flU7tily
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o44 Coulters

46 Receiver
47 Mt Preming«
48 Scorch

49
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50
Golf dlbs
52
Skidded
53
u.s. Fl't1ldl 01'Alut1rl6an, 55
eg
56
•... the day and the way 57
•
B~
Sat. Night Uve sJdt, eg
Trunk
Spoiled
Tun Cowie's D'iwnp/1
_ , meenle, mlnie,
moe
Ms. Parks and others
Junket
Friar's title:Ph.nl
Ttght
Map

Employ
Plclda spice
No san
Belng:l.a!il
Allltmatlva
Born
Indiana Jones' quest

t#~~~~
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1lfE )cn:.c.e

FIN VILLE

JIM BEAM
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DIALAMERICA- This TRAVEL FREE!! Cancun!
job will help you develop Daytona Beach! Call now
marketing and commun1- 1-800-360-TRIP. EARN
cation slCills. Experience $2,500
~al for resume. WE OF- f --FER: am/pm hours, top Qay, Free Trips and Money! {?_aid
training.
TO Individuals and Student
(JUALIFY: must be eager Organizations wanted to
to learn, money motivated, Qromote the Hottest Spring
dependable and articulate. Break Destinations, call the
Call 333-3367.
nation 's leader. IntertCampus Programs 1-800SPRING BREAK- 7 327-6013.
nightsfrom$299. Includes: 1 - - - - - - - - l
Au, Hotel, TransfersU Cruise Ships Hiring-Earn
Parties and More. NASSA up to $2000+/mo. on Cruise
• PARADISE ISLAND • Snips or Land-Tour
CANCUN • JAMAICA • companies. Summer & fullSAN JUAN. Organize a Timeemploymentavailable.
small group- Earn FREE No experience necess¥)1.
triR Qfus commissions. 1- For information call 1-206800-GET-SUN-1 .
634-0468 ext. C5556.

---------------+-------Cruise Ship Jobs!- Beach Spring Break

---~

Students neeoed. Earn Promoter- Small or lar~r
$2000+monthly. Summer/ groups. Your's FREE
holidays/fulltime. World discounted or CASH. Cali
travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, CMI 1-800-423-5264.
Europe, Mexico. Tour 1--- - - - - - - -- - l
Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Academic
Word
Deck Hands, Casino Processor- 944-8049 All
Work~rs,
etc.
No stud~nt Typing needs. Fax
Expenence necessary. serv1ce.
CALL 602-680-4647, ext t - - -- - - - -- - - - 1
Cl47.
I n t e r n a t i o n a I
t- - - EmploYIJ!~I!t- Make up_ to
FREE TRIPS- Student $2000-$4000+/mo. teaching
Holiday's, the nation's basicconversationalEnglisfi
leader tn Spring Break abroad. Jap<!n, Taiwan, and
vacations,
seeking S. Korea. Many employers
ent~usiastic,
highly provide room & board: +
motivated students ana other benefits. No teaching
fraternities to be the John background or Asian
Carroll r~ps. EARN languages reqt!ired. For
H I G H E S T more infocall206/632-1146
COMMISSIONS AND ext. 15556.
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Carroll loses to B-W
in season finale
Brian Polian
Stoff Reporter

Saturday's loss to the BaldwinWallace Yellow Jackets was a
fitting end to what has been a
frustrating year for John Carroll
footbal l. It has been a year where
a consistent game has been hard
to fi nd, and again, that lack of
consistency came back to haunt
the Blue Streaks as they lost by
the score of 28-13.
On John Carroll's opening
drive, things were looking positive as junior quarterback P.J.
lnsana hooked up with Jason
Brown for a 24 yard touchdown
pass that capped off a seven play,
63 yard drive.
The Baldwin-Wallace offense
took a little time to get on track,
but when they finally settled down
they drove the ball 97 yards in
only 1:58. The drive ended in a
15 yard pass from quarterback
John Koz to Jeff Stuart for the
touchdown.
On Carroll's next offensive play,
they fumbled deep in their own
territory allowing Baldwin
Wallace to get another score.
BW running back Pete Pruitt
ran for the touchdown to make the
halftime score 14-7.
Coach Tony DeCarlo commented o n the effect of the
fumble, " ...the fumble put too
much pressure on o ur defense,

l'l'esented by

John Carroll
University
Department of
CommunicaUons

......
Kulas Auditorium
nov. 12 - 13
nov. 19 - 20
8:00p.m.

for ticket
infonnatlon
call397-4428

we can't expect our defense to
hold when we put the ball on the
carpet that deep in our own territory."
There was a definite momentum change as the second half
began.
B W took the kick off and drove
right down the field, scoring on a
Brian Bickerton I yard ru n.
The drive took 12 plays and
covered 78 yards. It also took the
John Carroll defense out of the
game.
As quickly as the Yellow Jackets scored, the Blue Streaks came
right back. Jun ior Sean Williams
made a spectacular diving catch
completing a 22 yard pass from
In sana for a touchdown. The Blue
Streaks brought the score back to
2 1-13 as the point after attempt
failed. Carroll seemed to be right
back in the game .
However, BW then marched
84 yards on 15 plays to virtually
kill any chance of a John Carroll
comeback.
Yellow Jac ket quarterbac k
John Koz was tremendous on the
drive, converting 8 of 10 passes
for 70 yards, the final one being a
10 yard touchdown pass to Lance
Yandell.
For the day, Koz was superb
going 27 of 38 for 238 yards. He
was also consistent in key situations, converting three third and

long situations on the final scoring drive.
There was no lack of effort
made by the Carroll defense, yet it
seemed that the plays that they
made in the first half, they could
not make in the second.
The fro nt line· created good
pressure on Koz. but he escaped
what seemed to be sure sacks numerous times.
Missed tackles also plagued
the secondary for most of the second half. Individ ually, fres hman linebacker Ch ris Anderson played a great game as did
se nior Greg Ro ma n o n the
defens ive line.
T urnovers were the problem
for the Blue Streak offense. They
committed six which yielded 14
Yellow Jacket points .
Chad Rankin finished his debut
year with 140 yards rushing.
Receiver Sean Williams made four
great catches for 69 yards and a
touchdown.
The c rowd of 3,500 was
treated to an entertaining game,
but the John Carro ll faithful were
left to ponder the prospects for
next year.
The Streaks finish the season
with a 6-4 record (5-4 in the Ohio
Athletic Conference), but have a
good nucleus of young players
coming back.for another quest for
the OAC Championship.

Glen Mo...,

Chad Rankin rushed for 140 yards in the loss to BW.

Cross-Country teams
end season on high note
Amy Fenske
Stoff Reporter

Both the men's and women's
cross country teams finished their
seasons with a bang as they hosted
the NCAA Regional Championships last Saturday.
The meet, run by Coach Grove
Jewett and Coach Don Stupica,
tOQk place at the Highland Golf
Course in windy, 50 degree
weather.
The course itself was muddy
in some places. However, none
of this hindered the men's team as
they had their best race of the
year.
Senior Jason Lehrer, runni ng
his best timeoftheseason (27:48),
finished 40th overall, actually
beating Ohio Athletic Conference
Champion John Findlay of
Baldwin-Wallace.
Freshman Jamie Barbour finished next for the team, taking
I 15th place with a time of29: 11.
Dave Frattare finished I 28th
(29:40), Charles Martin 13lst
(29:49), and Brian Newcome
rounded out the top five by finishing I 44th withatimeof30:19.
Overall, the team finished 19th
with 531 total points. "That was
our best performance of the year,"
said Coach Stupica, "both by the
times and by how we placed."
He was echoed by Brian
Newcome. "By our times we did
fairly well Saturday," he said.
"Overall, I think we improved
over the season and we left on a
high note."
Coach Stupica pointed to the
fact that the team has taken off
three and a half minutes on the
average from their times over the
season.
"I feel that the goal is to improve," he said. "We made some
definite improvement from the
first event in September to the
last event, here on Saturday."
The women's team was also
satisfied with their performance

on Saturday. They finished seventh overall, equalling their best
finish ever in Regionals, with 214
points.
By beating Ohio Northern, they
became the second-best OAC team
in the NCAA Regional Championships.
B aldwin-Wallace, the only
OAC team to beat the Blue
Streaks, finished third; only the
top two teams,Calvin College and
Hope College from Michigan,
qualify for nationals.
The team was led by junior
Danielle Sluga, who finished 19th
with a time of 19:53.
Senior Julie Koscinski fin ished
42nd (20:37) and senior Susan
Stuk us fi nished 50th with a time
of20:57.
"As a team, we had a great
season;
we wo n a lot of
invitationals," said Koscinski.
"Personally, it was my best season; I met all my goals. It's going
to be sad to leave. We [the five
seniors] were all together for all
four years. That was our last
meet together."
Coach Jewett a g r eed.
"Overall , the y had a good
year," he s aid. "And the seniors
had four good years. The lowest
they ever fi nished in the OAC
was fourth their freshman years."
They have been OAC champions ( 1991) and also OAC runnersup (1992).
"It's another step in our lives
and now we go on to the next step"
said Koscinski .
Co ac h Je wett an d C oach
Srupicad id most of the work to set
up for the meet and manage it.
"Basically we did it to bring a
Regional Championship meet to
our school and also to the Ohio
Athletic Conference," said Coach
J ewett. " I owe a debt of
gratitude to a ll the schools and
peo p le w ho suppo rted us.
O the r wise it wouldn't have
bee n possible."

